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A bstract

This thesis focuses on a particular multi-carrier system, known as Multi-Carrier Code 

Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA), which simultaneously accommodates sev

eral users on the same frequency range. This technique, being a combination of 

Direct-Sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex

ing (OFDM), takes advantage of the frequency diversity gains provided by DS-CDMA 

systems and the simple FFT architecture of transmit/receive structures in OFDM 

systems. In addition, it is widely known that Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) 

structures have the potential to increase the capacity of communication systems. 

Furthermore, the potential of such structures to provide diversity without exhausting 

any further time or frequency resources and hence to increase the reliability of the 

communication has made MIMO structures a very popular area of research.

In this thesis, MIMO structures for MC-CDMA systems in frequency selective 

channels are investigated. Several known architectures are analyzed and an architec

ture, which combines spatial multiplexing with space-time coding in order to achieve 

higher data rates with high quality of service, is proposed. The bit error rate (BER) 

performance of the proposed system is evaluated and compared with other MIMO 

systems and it is shown that the proposed system, achieves better performance, is 

very robust to channel estimation errors and performs well in most of spatially corre

lated MIMO channels. In addition, a study on the complexity of the proposed system 

and the other MIMO architectures is carried out and the results show that our system 

is considerably less complex. A frequency multiplexing scheme is introduced which 

under certain conditions can significantly decrease the complexity of the system for a 

required bit error rate.

A thorough BER analysis of MC-CDMA systems in a frequency selective channel
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is performed and BER expressions for MC-CDMA multiuser system and space-time 

coded structure are derived, which perfectly match the simulation results. Further

more, the impact of the variations of the delay spread of the channel on the bit error 

performance of MC-CDMA system is studied.
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1

Chapter 1 

Introduction

1.1 Thesis O bjective

As different multimedia services emerge and the demand for higher data rate com

munication increases, communication systems are urged to accommodate more and 

more users each day, and to operate with the highest spectral efficiency possible while 

maintaining Quality of Service (QoS). Over the past few decades, several techniques 

have emerged to increase the capacity and improve the performance of wireless com

munication systems. However, harsh degradation of performance due to fading effects 

of communication channels, have made reliable transmission at high data rates quite 

challenging.

A system is considered to have a narrowband structure, when the bandwidth of 

the transmitted signal is considerably smaller than the coherence bandwidth of the 

channel (B W  <C B W C). The channel is then said to be flat. In this case, when 

the channel characteristics at the corresponding frequency band is poor, the entire 

transmitted signal will be in deep fade and the data will be lost for a certain period 

of time. In spread spectrum systems since the bandwidth is taken considerably larger
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1 Introduction 2

than the coherence bandwidth of the channel this problem is solved. Direct-Sequence 

Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) is a multiuser spread spectrum technique 

which accommodates multiple users in the same frequency band simultaneously. In 

order to combat the flat fading effects, the signal is spread on a bandwidth significantly 

larger than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. Henceforth, when the channel 

condition in a frequency band is poor, only the part of the signal transmitted on that 

specific frequency band will be corrupted and the rest of the signal remains intact. 

However, increasing the bandwidth of a system in turn increases the time resolution 

substantially, which requires high resolution complex receiver (RAKE) structures for 

signal detection. The channel seen by a wideband signal, becomes frequency selective, 

characterized by the presence of several paths. Due to this multipath phenomenon, 

the received signal might be subject to Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) for high data 

rate scenarios, which might degrade the performance significantly.

In Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) systems, the large band

width is exploited in a quite different fashion. In this scheme, independent streams 

of data are transmitted over different subcarriers at the same time and the symbol 

interval is proportionately increased, hence the system becomes intrinsically less sus

ceptible to ISI. Furthermore, by extending the OFDM symbol with a cyclic extension 

larger than the maximum delay spread of the channel, ISI between symbols is effi

ciently mitigated. In addition, the simple IFFT/FFT structure of the transmitter 

and receiver has considerably reduced the complexity of the system. However, unlike 

DS-CDMA systems no frequency diversity is achieved [1].

The combination of OFDM and DS-CDMA systems has formed a powerful trans

mission technique called Multi-carrier Code Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA) 

which benefits from both the frequency diversity provided by DS-CDMA and ISI mit

igation capabilities and simple IFFT/FFT structure of OFDM systems [2], Although
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1 Introduction 3

the MC-CDMA signal structure resembles that of OFDM, the way the subcarriers 

are used, is completely different. In MC-CDMA, the users’ data are transmitted over 

the same subcarriers at the same time, and different users are distinguished by their 

unique spreading codes, whereas in OFDM independent streams of data (of different 

users) are transmitted over different subcarriers [3].

Over the past few years, Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) structures have 

drawn a lot of attention, and have become one of the most important research areas in 

the field of wireless communications. Telatar in [4] and Foschini in [5] have indepen

dently shown that in a rich scattering environment, the information theoretic capacity 

of a MIMO system increases linearly with the lesser of the number of transmit and 

receive antennas. Different techniques have been proposed to exploit the potential 

of these structures. In [6], Alamouti proposed a simple transmit diversity technique, 

where Maximum Likelihood Detection (MLD) is performed with simple linear process

ing at the receiver. Later Tarokh et al extended his work and proposed the concept 

of Space-Time Block Coding (STBC) [7]. Other space-time coding architectures such 

as Space-Time Trellis Coding (STTrC) [8] and Space-Time Turbo Coding (STTuC) 

[9] were devised based on convolutional code trellises and turbo codes respectively.

The techniques presented in [6]-[9] provide spatial diversity by transmitting signals 

carrying the same data over the transmit antenna elements and hence providing the re

ceiver with different (ideally independent) replicas of the transmitted data. Whenever 

one of the branches (i.e. spatial subchannels) has undesirable channel characteristics, 

it is very unlikely that other branches are also in deep fade which increases the system 

reliability and significantly improves the Bit Error Rate (BER) performance. MIMO 

structures can be exploited in another fashion as well. By transmitting independent 

streams of data over different antenna elements, the spectral efficiency increases sig

nificantly and the high capacities promised for MIMO structures can be achieved.
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In the wireless communication terminology, this concept is known as spatial multi

plexing, which was first introduced by Foschini [10]: In this scheme, the independent 

substreams (also known as layers) are first independently coded and then space-time 

multiplexed diagonally over the transmit antenna elements, such that all the layers 

cyclically benefit from all the branches and no layer is stuck with one particular branch 

which might suffer from poor channel conditions (see Fig. l.l-(a)). This technique is 

known as the Diagonal Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (DBLAST) architec

ture. However, due to the complexity of the decoder, the high probability of error 

propagations and the waste of resources at the beginning and the end of transmission, 

a simpler multiplexing approach, where the antenna assignment for the substreams is 

fixed (see Fig. l.l-(b)) has been proposed [11], Furthermore, this technique, known as 

Vertical BLAST, is shown to be capable of achieving similar bit error rates compared 

to the diagonal technique. In this technique, the substreams transmitted from each 

transmit antenna element can be viewed as the data of a virtual user in a DS-CDMA 

system (with the total number of users equal to the total number of transmit antenna 

elements), hence most of the detection techniques of DS-CDMA systems can be ap

plied to VBLAST architectures. In addition, it should be noted that the optimum 

detection of independent substreams transmitted through different transmit antennas, 

like maximum likelihood detection of a multiuser CDMA system, is very complex and 

the complexity increases exponentially with the number of transmit antennas. Thus, 

different suboptimal receiver structures have been proposed (e.g. VBLAST detection 

scheme, which is based on Serial Interference Cancellation (SIC) multiuser detection 

technique in DS-CDMA). In [12], DBLAST, VBLAST and a spatial multiplexing tech

nique with a single outer code in various conditions (i.e. with/without knowledge of 

channel at the transmitter, frequency selectivity of the channel and additive interfer

ence) have been investigated. In the end, it should be noted that, all of the mentioned
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spatial multiplexing structures increase the data rate at the expense of significantly

decreasing the spatial diversity, which can severely degrade the overall performance.

Space 
(Associated 
antenna 
element)

time
0 Ts 2 Ts 3 Ts 4 Ts

(a)

Space 
(Associated 
antenna 
element)

time
0 Ts 2 Ts 3 Ts 4 Ts

(b)

Fig. 1.1 Input symbol multiplexing pattern for DBLAST (a) and VBLAST (b) 
in a MIMO structure with 4 transmitters (The 4 layers are labeled as a,b,c and 
d ).

In a rich scattering environment, where the correlation between the transmit- 

receive antenna pairs is low, the combination of spatial multiplexing and space-time 

coding is believed to improve throughput and performance simultaneously. These 

structures are often referred to as Generalized Layered Space-Time (GLST) archi

tectures. Essentially, in GLST architectures the concept of spatial multiplexing is 

applied to groups of antenna elements which have been independently space-time

-------a ------ ----- -a------- ----- a------- ------ a ------

b b b b

c c c c

d d d d
■ ‘ •__________________________________L
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1 Introduction 6

coded. Hence, the antennas in each group provide spatial diversity gain and the 

antenna groups increase the spectral efficiency. In [13], it has been shown that 

there exists a fundamental tradeoff between diversity and spatial multiplexing gains 

in multiple-antenna channels. In [14], this tradeoff is further investigated and the 

throughput-reliability tradeoff formulation is proposed. Different GLST structures, 

as a combination of BLAST and space-time coding architectures are studied in [15].

In this thesis, MIMO structures for MC-CDMA systems are investigated. Spatial 

multiplexing and space-time coding structures are first studied and then a structure 

for combining spatial multiplexing and spectral efficiency for MC-CDMA systems is 

proposed. The complexity of the proposed structure together with its BER perfor

mance in uncorrelated and spatially correlated channels are evaluated and compared 

with the more conventional MIMO structures. Furthermore, the effect of channel 

estimation error on the performance of the system is also studied. In the second part 

of the thesis, a thorough BER analysis of MC-CDMA systems is carried out and the 

BER of the multi-user SISO MC-CDMA and Alamouti space-time coded MC-CDMA 

system in a correlated frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel are derived.

1.2 Original Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are

• Design of a MIMO-MC-CDMA structure that benefits from both diversity and 

spatial multiplexing gains simultaneously (section 3.2).

•  Assessment of the complexity of the proposed system together with three other 

MIMO structures and comparison (section 3.3).

• Study of tradeoff between the frequency diversity gain and the constellation
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order of the system is carried out. In this regard a frequency multiplexing tech

nique has been proposed and it is shown that in certain conditions considerable 

improvements in performance can be achieved (section 3.2.2).

•  BER performance evaluation of the proposed structure in spatially uncorre

lated/correlated channels and perfect/imperfect channel estimation at the re

ceiver with different number of active users and comparisons with other MIMO 

structures (section 5.3.3).

• Derivation of analytical BER expressions for multi-user MC-CDMA and space

time coded MC-CDMA systems in a correlated Rayleigh frequency selective 

fading channel with exponential power delay profile and validation of the ex

pressions by computer simulations (sections 4.3 and 4.4).

1.3 Thesis Outline

• Chapter 2 studies the MC-CDMA system signal structure and the transmit 

and receive architectures. Other variations of Multicarrier CDMA systems are 

briefly presented. An introduction to MIMO structures is provided, Alamouti 

space-time coding is discussed and different techniques for spatial multiplexing 

are elaborated. Finally, a model for spatially correlated MIMO channel1 for 

simulation purposes is discussed.

• Chapter 3 presents different MIMO MC-CDMA architectures and proposes a 

new scheme for combining spatial multiplexing and space-time coding in MC- 

CDMA systems. The trade-off between frequency diversity and constellation 

order is discussed and a new frequency multiplexing technique is proposed which

1Kronecker model
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significantly improves the performance under certain conditions. Finally, the 

complexity comparisons are carried out and it is shown that the proposed scheme 

is significantly less complex.

• Chapter 4 analyzes the MC-CDMA system in a correlated frequency selective 

fading channel. An analytical expression for multi-user MC-CDMA and multi

user Alamouti space-time coded systems are derived. Finally, a discussion on 

the impact of delay spread variations of the channel on the performance of the 

MC-CDMA system is presented.

• Chapter 5 provides the simulation results of the thesis.

• Chapter 6 concludes the thesis, provides a summary of the work and proposes 

potential research areas to continue this work.
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review and Background 

Material

2.1 Code D ivision M ultiple Access (CDM A)

Code division multiple access is a Spread Spectrum (SS) technique where multi-user 

access is achieved by assigning a unique code to each user and all users benefit from 

the entire resources (i.e. time and frequency) simultaneously. The idea of a spread 

spectrum system originates from Shannon’s famous formula for the capacity of the 

band-limited Gaussian noise channel [16]:

( 2 - x )

where B W  is the available bandwidth of the channel, P ( /)  and N ( f )  are the signal 

and noise power spectral density at frequency /  respectively. Equation (2.1) suggests 

that the increase in capacity is directly proportional to the increase in the bandwidth 

of the transmitted signal. In a spread spectrum system, the narrowband input signal is
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2 Literature Review and Background M aterial 10

spread over a very wide frequency range and the ratio of the transmit signal bandwidth 

to the original information bandwidth is called the processing gain of the system:

r  -  BW 
P "  BWt

where BWi  denotes the information signal bandwidth.

A multiuser CDMA spread spectrum system has certain properties: Users are as

signed unique codes, referred to as spreading codes chosen to be highly uncorrelated 

to facilitate detection. Moreover, the information of a specific user can only be re

trieved provided the spreading code of the user is available, which in turn increases 

the privacy of the communication. In addition the fact that the transmit signal power 

is spread over a broad bandwidth contributes to the immunity of the system, this 

property is often referred to as Low Probability of Intercept (LPI). In other words, 

the spread spectrum transmitted signal has the same power level as noise in the com

munication environment, thus detecting the signal with no knowledge of the spreading 

code is practically impossible [2, 17].

2.1.1 Direct Sequence CDM A (DS-CDM A)

As the name of this technique suggests, the information of each user is directly mul

tiplied by its corresponding spreading code. The information is first modulated using 

an appropriate modulation scheme (e.g. BPSK, QPSK, QAM ...), and then directly 

multiplied by its corresponding unique code, thus producing the wideband transmit 

signal. At the receiver, after having despread the incoming signal with a locally gen

erated replica of the spreading code of the user, the receiver recovers the original 

data using an appropriate demodulator, which could be a matched filter for AWGN 

or a RAKE receiver for multipath fading channels. Due to the wide bandwidth of
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DS-CDMA systems, the received signal over multipath fading channels has several 

resolved components. Each finger of the RAKE receiver has the capability to lock 

on one resolvable multipath component captured by the receiver structure. Hence, 

based on the complexity of the receiver structure only a limited number of paths can 

be used and thus taking full advantage of the received signal scattered in the time 

domain is not practically feasible. After detecting the maximum possible number of 

multipath components, they are combined and the information of the received signal 

is recovered.

It should be taken into consideration that the code at the receiver should be 

synchronized to the received signal in a fraction of a chip duration; otherwise, some 

information may be lost [17]. In the case where all spreading codes are orthogonal and 

perfect synchronization is achieved, the generated codes need to be merely multiplied 

with the information signal and the implementation of the system is fairly easy. In ad

dition, since only one carrier frequency is required the frequency synthesizer does not 

have a complex structure. However, acquiring and maintaining the synchronization 

is quite a difficult task, which requires a complex structure at the receiver. Moreover, 

as discussed earlier the synchronization has to be attained within a fraction of a chip 

duration, which simply would not allow the codes to have chip durations shorter than 

a certain value and in turn limits the transmitted signal bandwidth.

Another drawback of this technique is a phenomenon known as the near-far ef

fect: The users close to the base station produce high interference for the users farther 

away. More generally, if the user spreading codes are not perfectly orthogonal, CDMA 

systems suffer from Multi-User Interference (MUI, also referred to as Multiple Access 

Interference (MAI)) which degrades the performance. Power control algorithms are 

applied to combat MUI, which requires further complexity in the receiver structure. 

Multi-user detection techniques also combat MUI at the expense of additional com
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plexity. Moreover, due to the fact that noise often distorts the auto-correlation func

tion of the transmitted signal, the RAKE receiver might mistakenly combine different 

components resulting in what is called self interference (SI) and is another source of 

performance degradation in this system.

2.2 M ulti-carrier Code D ivision M ultiple Access 

(M C-CDM A)

Multi-carrier code division multiple access was first proposed by N. Yee, J.P. Linnartz 

and G. Fettweis for indoor wireless networks [18]. Despite the fact that MC-CDMA 

and OFDM are both multicarrier systems, the way they utilize the available subcar

riers is quite different. OFDM is essentially very similar to Frequency Division Mul

tiplexing (FDM), but for a given number of subcarriers, an OFDM signal occupies a 

much smaller bandwidth than a FDM signal since OFDM subcarriers overlap. More 

specifically, in order to reduce the crosstalk between adjacent subcarriers, OFDM 

subcarriers are chosen to satisfy the minimum spacing for orthogonality. By using 

several orthogonal subcarriers, a wideband spectrum (subject to multipath fading) is 

divided into U number of narrowband subchannels (subject usually to flat fading). In 

addition, when the maximum delay spread is longer than the symbol duration, a cyclic 

prefix (typically longer than the delay spread of the channel) is appended at the end 

of each symbol in order to eliminate ISI. A IFFT/FFT structure is exploited, which 

significantly simplifies the transmit/receive structure [1]. In MC-CDMA, on the other 

hand, users transmit their data at the same time on the same subcarriers. The data 

of the users are detected using their distinct spreading codes. Furthermore, since the 

data of each user is transmitted over multiple subcarriers, frequency diversity is also 

achieved.
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The spreading technique in MC-CDMA structures is quite different from that of 

the DS-CDMA systems. Unlike DS-CDMA systems where the data is spread in time, 

MC-CDMA spreads the data in frequency domain: the users’ data is replicated to 

be transmitted over all assigned subcarriers and each copy is multiplied by one chip 

of the corresponding spreading code (see Fig 2.1-a). This architecture benefits from 

both the frequency diversity provided by DS-CDMA and ISI mitigation capabilities 

and simple transmit/receive structure of OFDM.

A downlink MC-CDMA system is presented in more detail in the following. Sec

tion 2.2.1 studies the structure of the MC-CDMA transmit signal. Section 2.2.2 

discusses the channel characteristics in a MC-CDMA system, a typical example of 

a MC-CDMA system parameters is provided and an appropriate channel model is 

developed. In section 2.2.3 the receiver structure is studied and the BER analysis for 

two main combining methods, namely Equal Gain Combining (EGC) and Maximal 

Ratio Combining (MRC), is provided and the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) 

detection technique is presented.

2.2.1 M C-CDM A signal structure

The transmitted signal of the kth user can be expressed as:

»£!(*) =  a{»S>o (0 ^ 2' (,' - £#z,‘} (2.2)
+ 0 0  U — 1

sm c(0 =  ^ 2  ^ 2 s kicku.ps(t -  iTa)e>2vuAft (2.3)
i=—oo tx=0

where, s $ c (t) is the complex envelope of the transmitted signal for the kth user 

with respect to f c — skl is the ith symbol of user k, cku £ {±1} is the uth chip 

of the spreading code of user k, the separation of subcarriers is denoted by A /  =  /r ,
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Cfco e-J'2x/0t

S/PData
S t r e a m

Cfc3

(a) Transmitter Structure

/o  / l  f l  h

Received 
Signal

(b) Power spectrum of transmitted signal

cos(27r/0t  +  60) G °

LPF

LPF

LPF

LPF

Dk

(c) Receiver structure for detection of user k (assuming perfect synchronization)

Fig. 2.1 MC-CDMA scheme (downlink): (a) transmitter, (b) power spectrum of 
transmitted signal (c) Receiver structure (Gmc = 4, £7 = 4)
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where Ts is the OFDM symbol interval (not considering the guard intervals), and the 

pulse waveform for each symbol is:

P s { t )  =  <

(
1 ,0 < t < Ts 

0 , Elsewhere

and U is the number of subcarriers. In the frequency domain, s $ c (t) in the ith OFDM 

symbol interval can be described in a vector form as follows:

ski = , 4 _1]r  (2-4)

where ski =  SkiCku for u — 0,1, • • • , [ /  — 1. By choosing the sampling period of 

the time-domain signal appropriately (Tsamp =  (2.3) in the ith OFDM symbol

interval can be rewritten as:

u-i
Skiillsamp) ^   ̂^ki^ku^ u for I — 0, • • • , U 1 (2'5)

u=0

where Ski(lTsajmp) is the Ith time-domain sample of the kth user transmit signal in the 

j t h  OFDM symbol interval. It is assumed that the number of samples per symbol is 

equal to the number of subcarriers, which is usually taken as the processing gain of 

the system. Clearly seen, the time samples in (2.5) can be calculated by simply taking 

the IFFT of the frequency-domain signal vector in (2.4). Consequently, IFFT/FFT 

blocks can be employed which significantly simplifies the transmitter/receiver struc

ture. Henceforth, the samples of the signal can be represented in a vector form as 

follows:

h i  = FH(U)ski
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where ski =  [ski( 0), ski(Tsamp), • • • , skl{{U -  l)Tsamp)]T and F(U) represents the FFT 

operation matrix:

A

F(t/) =

\
j27r(l) ([/— 1)

e u

2.2.2 Typical system  parameters and channel model for M C-CDM A

In this section, the parameters of a typical MC-CDMA system and the channel char

acteristics in a typical wireless environment are investigated, an example is provided 

and a proper channel model is developed.

An OFDM symbol interval (T 's) consists of the samples of the transmit signal in 

(2.5) plus a guard interval in the form of a cyclic prefix longer than the channel length 

(Tmax), in order to mitigate the ISI between OFDM symbols.

T' = — — | -  t
B W

where Tg represents the guard interval and Tsamp =  is the sampling time.

Typical system parameters of a MC-CDMA system are provided in Table 2.11. 

The OFDM symbol interval is calculated as T's = i 25MHz 12.8//s =  422.4/is and 

the guard interval is 16 samples = 16), which is chosen greater than the channel 

length (10 samples).

The performance of a MC-CDMA system is not considerably affected by Doppler 

spread. In other words, for typical values of Doppler spread (hundreds of Hertz),

1The parameters correspond to a GSM test channel with a ’’bad urban area” (BU) power delay 
profile according to the COST 207 recommendations.
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the fading encountered by the system is slow. This matter can be investigated in the 

example provided in Table 2.1. As can be seen, the subcarrier spacing is 2.44 KHz and 

a Doppler spread of 277.778 Hz is considered, which is less than 12% of the frequency 

spacing and does not affect the frequency content of the subcarriers considerably. 

This matter can be investigated in the time domain as well:

The coherence time of the system can be calculated from the following equation [19]:

T - l  9 , ^ ° - 423
V f™

where f m is the maximum Doppler spread. Hence this system has a coherence time 

of 1.523 ms which is 3.6 times greater than the symbol duration (T[), which proves 

that the system encounters a slow fading channel. Finally, one of the most impor

tant characteristics of a MC-CDMA system is that the fading encountered by each 

subcarrier is considered to be flat. In the example provided in Table 2.1, the band

width of each subcarrier is 2.44 KHz which is significantly smaller than the coherence 

bandwidth of the channel (i.e. 225 KHz) and satisfies A/  <C B W C, where B W C is 

the coherence bandwidth of the channel and the RMS delay spread of the channel is 

-frms ~  BWC 3.92flS.

The low-pass impulse response of a frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel 

with exponential power delay profile with equi-distant samples in time is described as 

[20]:

h(r; t) = ^ 2  'JAe  tv™ R q(t)6(r -  tfTsamp) (2.6)
q=0

a m p

Ae TVms 1 andwhere Q = ,:,mw , A is a normalization constant to satisfy
- * s  a m p  9 —

R q(t) is a zero mean complex Gaussian fading random process with E[|i?9(f)|2] =  1, 

where E[|i?g(f)|2] is the expected value of \Rq(t)\2.
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Table 2.1 MC-CDMA system parameters and channel model
[20]

Bandwidth 1.25 MHz
Sampling time (Tsamp) 0.8 fis
Number of subcarriers (U) 512
Subcarrier spacing (A /) 2.44 KHz
Coherence bandwidth 225 KHz
Carrier frequency ( f c — 1.2 GHz
Maximum vehicle speed 250 Kmph
Maximum Doppler spread 277.778 Hz
Guard interval (Tg) 12.8 fis
RMS delay spread (Tims) 3.921 fis
Channel length 10 samples
Total OFDM symbol duration (T') 422.4 ps

Since in a typical MC-CDMA system the coherence time of the channel is consid

erably greater than the symbol duration of the system and hence the channel is slow 

fading, a constant channel is assumed over one OFDM symbol interval. Hence the 

channel impulse response can be rewritten as:

Q /H t ) =  V Ae tL s R q5 ( t  -  qTsarnp)
q= 0

and the frequency domain channel impulse response is derived by taking the Fourier 

transform of h ( r ) :

/ -too

h { T ) e ~ j 2 v f T d T

•OO

Q />+oo ------------
= V A e - ^ R q6(T -  qTsamp) e - ^ Tdr

9 = 0  J - ° °

=  ^ 2  R ^ - j ^ f q T s a m p

Q

z
9= 0

Hence the frequency domain channel coefficients are derived by sampling the frequency
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domain channel impulse response:

Q
Hu = H ( f  = v A f )  =  Rqe-j2vquAfT*‘ T  = 1-L s a m nsam p Tf A f

q ~  0 ^

=  V1 Ae~ T-rmiRqe~3 u for u = 0 , - - - ,U  — l (2.7)
9= 0

where Hu is the channel coefficient over the uth subcarrier. In addition, assuming {/?9} 

are zero-mean uncorrelated Gaussian random variables with unit variance and A  is 

properly chosen, the frequency domain channel coefficients, following Parseval’s the

orem [21], satisfy E \HU\2 =  U. In this thesis, Rq is generated independently

for each symbol interval. In other words, Doppler spread effects are not considered in 

this work.

2.2.3 M C-CDM A downlink receiver structure

In a downlink system with K  active users the complex envelope of the received signal 

in a channel given in (2.6) during one OFDM symbol interval is [22]:

K  /»+oo

r(t) = ^ 2  ~  t ) K t i *)*■ +  n(t) (2.8)
k=l J -°°

where s $ c (t) is the kth user transmit signal in (2.3) and h(t) is an additive zero-mean 

circularly symmetric complex white Gaussian random process with two-sided power 

spectral density (PSD) of 4^.

The received signal is presented as the convolution of the transmitted signal with 

the channel impulse response in (2.8). Hence, the frequency components of the re

ceived signal in one OFDM symbol can be written as the product of the frequency 

domain channel coefficients in (2.7) and the transmitted signal frequency components
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in (2.4). The received signal over the uth subcarrier in the ith OFDM symbol interval 

can be written as:

K

fu i  — ^  '  SkiCkuHuij'') T  Tlui
k = l

K

=  E  SfeiCfeua u(*)ej0u(l) +  nui (2.9)
fc=l

where Hu(i) =  au(i)e^0û  and nu is the noise over the uth subcarrier.

By taking the IFFT, the complex envelope of the time domain received signal in 

the ith OFDM symbol interval is derived as:

m  = E  ruiej2™Aft = E  E  ̂ iCkuau{i)e^ û t+ê  + h t̂) (2.10)
u=0 u = 0  k = 1

where h i ( t )  is the complex envelope representation of the noise signal.

Hence the received signal in the time domain can be written as:

OO

r ( t ) =  E
i=—oo

oo U - l  K

= £ £ £ “  u(i)ckuSkiCos(2n(fc +  u A f  -  U A f /2 ) t  + 0u(i)) + n(t) (2.11)
i— — oo u = 0  k ~  1

where 5R{x} denotes the real part of x.

It is of prime significance that the receiver accurately estimates the phase shift 

introduced by the channel on each frequency component of the received signal, since 

the spreading codes are incorporated in the transmit signal as 0 or tt phase shifts. 

Hence, by a slight error in phase estimation the orthogonality between the codes 

of different users might be lost which results in severe degradation of performance. 

In order to combat the performance degradation mentioned above, equalization is
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performed at the receiver end. The equalization has the main goal of canceling the 

interference effects on the desired user’s signal, while enhancing the noise component 

as little as possible. In this section we consider three classical equalization techniques 

which can be applied whenever diversity either in time, space or frequency is utilized. 

In these methods the receiver multiplies the received signal (after match filtering for 

each subcarrier) by a weighting factor on each subcarrier and feeds the result into 

the detector of the receiver structure, where a decision is made (see Fig 2.1-c). The 

decision variable for the kth user in the ith OFDM symbol interval is:

u-i  n u-i^ \  0  *__ 1 r ( i + l ) T s
Dki = = r(t)Guk c o s ( 2 t r ( / c  +  u A f  -  U A f /2 ) t  +  9u)dt

K  U - l^  * 2  r { i+ t)T s

= z 2 z 2  a u c k ' u G l s k >i—  / cos2 (27r( /c +  u A f  -  U A f /2 ) t  +  6u)dt  +  nk
fc'=1 «=0 s ^ iT‘

(2 .12)

where Gk is the weighting factor of kth user over uth subcarrier, and index i has been 

omitted in the coefficients a u and 6U for clarity. It is assumed that ideal phase synchro

nization is achieved, and nk =  Y ^ iZ lnkui where nku =  ^  n(t)Gk cos(27r(/c +

u A f  — U A f  /2)t + 0u)dt is the noise component of the V th subcarrier with variance:

E [nkunkv\  E
4  r { i + l ) T s

^  /  Gkn(t) cos(27r(/c +  u A f  — U A f  /2)t  +  0u)dt
2 s JiTs

J iT .
Gk*n*(t') c o s ( 2 t r ( / c +  u A f  -  UAf/2 ) t '  +  9u)dt'

4 \G?\2 Ui+UI's r ( i + l ) T s jy

/  /  ~ ^  cos(27r(/c +  u A f  ~  u A f / 2)t +  ^J iT a J iT s "T? ■)

• c o s ( 2 7 r ( / c  + u A f  — U  A f  /2)t' +  9u)dtdt'
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9 |/ ° “ |2 AT f{i+'L)Ts i\ t
k 0 cos2(27r(/c +  u A f  — U A f /2 ) t  +  Ou)dt «  |G^12 0

J iT *

(2.13)

In practice the decision variables (D^i) are calculated digitally using a IFFT struc

ture. Sampling the received signal fi{t) at t = lTsamp (Tsamp =  the samples are

grouped as:
K

[ m ,  • • ■ , {{U -  1 )Tsamp)]r  =  £  F*([/)r^f +  n ' (2.14)
k = i

where r^f =  ^ [a o e ^ 0̂ ,  aqe^Cfci, • • • , a u - ^ ^ C k  u-i]T and n ' =  [ra-(O), h '( r samp),

• • • , n(((C/ — l)Tsamp)]r . Hence by taking the FFT of (2.14) we have:

r =  jJ F <C) ( E F H(£/)rJf +  iij)

=  E ^ f  +  n
Jfe=l

since ^ F ([/)F i / (I7) =  Ij/. The decision variable for the kth user in the ith OFDM 

symbol interval is derived as:

K

Dki ^  \ GfcTk'i 
k '= 1 

K  (7 -1

'y ) y  ' ^u^k'u^k'iGk T  Tlk
k '= l  u = 0

where G*, =  [G°ke~j0°, Glke~301, • • • , Glk ~l e~]0u-1}. Clearly the decision variable de

rived in this method (which is implemented in practice) is the same as the one derived 

in (2.12).

The MC-CDMA receiver can take full advantage of the received signal information 

scattered in the frequency domain. Nevertheless, in a frequency-selective channel
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the frequency components of the system are distorted and the orthogonality of the 

spreading codes is lost. Thus, the extent of non-selectivity of the channel plays an 

important role in determining the performance of the system. In addition, it must be 

noted that by properly choosing the number of subcarriers and the spacing between 

them, the chance of all the subcarriers being in a deep fade at the same time decreases, 

and the desired frequency diversity can be achieved. Furthermore, with a proper 

choice of the symbol duration (in a way that it considerably exceeds the delay spread 

of the channel), ISI is significantly reduced. The choice of GJJ’s in (2.12) determines 

the combining technique used for detection. Two principal diversity techniques (i.e. 

EGC and MRC) will be presented in the downlink scenario. In the end, the MMSE 

detection method is presented, which takes the power of noise into consideration as 

well. It should be noted that in a downlink communication, the desired signal and 

interferers are subject to the same channel, thus by synchronizing the phase of the 

desired signal, the phase of the interference signals are automatically synchronized.

For simplicity of the discussion, we assume that subcarriers experience independent 

flat-fading processes2:

Hu = (Huy + j ( H uf  u = 0, - ■ • ,U — 1 (2.15)

where (Hu)1 and (Hu)® are assumed to be independent real zero-mean Gaussian 

random variables with variance representing in-phase and quadrature components 

of the channel coefficients. Let a u and 6U be the amplitude and phase components 

of the channel respectively. Then the amplitude of the paths (au), are i.i.d Rayleigh

2This assumption applies only to  this section. In the rest of the thesis the channel model developed 
in section 2.2.2 is used.
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random variables with probability density function:

/« . K )  =  ^ e x p f - - ^ )  (2.16)
V OLu /

where the first and second moments are calculated as:

E K ]  =  \ /  jffo , , E [aJ =  2(7au (2.17)

and the random phase (6U) is uniformly distributed over [0, 27t] for all subcarriers. 

The mean power over the uth subcarrier is:

Pu = E a, , c o s ( 2 7 t ( / c +  u A f  — U A f /2 ) t  +  6U) |2 =  [aj] (2.18)

It is further assumed that the average power received at each of the subcarriers (Pu =  

|E[|i7„|2]) is the same, thus the total average power received corresponding to each 

user denoted by P  is equal to UPU.

a) Equal Gain Combining (EGC)

In this method, the phase of the channel is compensated but the channel amplitude 

is not taken into consideration. Hence, the weighting factor in (2.12) is given by:

G k  =  Cku

The decision variable for the first user in the ith symbol interval can be simplified to:

(7 -1

D u  Si* ^  ) ozu T  /3jnt T  Tii
u=0
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In the downlink transmission, as the compound signal in (2.11) is received only 

through one channel, by compensating for the phase of the desired signal, the phase of 

the interference signals will be automatically corrected as well, thus the orthogonality 

of the codes remains intact. In this case, the interference term can be written as:

K  U - 1

Ant — EE SkiCkuClu&u  (2 .20)
k = 2 u = 0

As the codes are still orthogonal, the product Cku c iu  has value +1 for half of the 

subcarriers (denoted as a,j) and —1 for the other half (denoted as bj). Thus the 

interference term can be rewritten as:

w  ^aaj ~  2_s %  
l=o /

hence, by applying the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) to each of the sums, the variance 

can be calculated as:

= { K -  l) ! /V a rK ) =  (K  -  1 )U (E[o£] -  E [au]2)

which considering the statistical characteristics of a u in (2.17) and (2.18) will equal:

=  ( *  -  t)U (2  -  0  =  2(1■< -  1) (1 -  0  P  (2.21)

and from (2.13), the noise variance will be =  U

b) M aximal Ratio Combining (MRC)

The main idea in this scheme is to maximize the received signal-to-noise ratio [22]. The 

frequency components are multiplied by their received amplitude and the weighting

k  A - i
Ant =  'P ] s ki I ^  ^

k=2 \ j =0
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factor can be written as:

Gf. Cf;ucxu

Hence the corresponding decision variable for the first user in downlink will be:

u - 1 k  u - 1

Dli E a«+E E  “I- ̂ 1 (2.22)
u= 0  k = 2 u= 0

For a large number of subcarriers the interference term can be approximated as a 

zero mean Gaussian random variable. The variance of the interference and the noise 

components are:

< 4 , = ( K - \ ) U  (E[Q;i -  E[a a 2) = ( K -  1 )U (8P i  -  4P i )  =  4 ^ - P 2

<  =  t / ^ E K ]  =  2 ^ P  (2.23)

c) B it error rate comparison

In this section, the downlink bit error rates of EGC and MRC equalization techniques 

are compared:

• EGC The bit error probability for a BPSK modulated system is [22]:

where 7 represents the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR).

Using equations (2.19), (2.20) and (2.21) the probability of error in a downlink 

channel will be:
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where it is assumed that U is sufficiently large to apply the large the Law of Large 

Numbers (LLN) (i.e. £u=o a lu m UE[aiu]) and the statistical characteristics 

of a Rayleigh multipath fading channel in (2.16) and (2.17) have been used.

• MRC Similarly, the probability of error in a downlink transmission using MRC 

can be derived from (2.22) and (2.23):

1 / / PT
Pe ^  -erfc 1 1

2 — '  2 ^ P T s + N0J

d) M inimum M ean Square Error (MMSE)

In this combining technique the power of noise is also taken into account and the 

weighting factor in (2.12) is:

s^U    a u    a u

T k  a 2 +  ^  ' °ku ~  K a 2 + ^ '  Cku2 -^ k = \  u  ' 2 2

which is derived from the MMSE criterion, stating that the estimated data symbols 

must be orthogonal to the baseband components of the received subcarriers [23].

2.3 Other variations of M ulticarrier CDM A system s

As observed in section 2.1.1, DS-CDMA can accommodate a large number of users 

in a given bandwidth by using codes with satisfactory auto-correlation and cross

correlation properties. However, large and complex RAKE receiver structures are 

required in order to combat Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI). The multicarrier CDMA 

system proposed in [18] reduces the aforementioned complexities by transmitting data 

through different subcarriers and was presented in section 2.2. Other variations of 

multicarrier CDMA have also been proposed:
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Generally speaking, multicarrier CDMA systems are categorized into two main 

groups: The first group comprises the methods where the original data stream is 

first spread using a unique spreading code and then each chip is transmitted over a 

different carrier frequency (as discussed in section 2.2). The second group comprises 

of techniques where the data stream is first serial to parallel (S/P) converted, each 

data stream is spread in time (similar to DS-CDMA) and transmitted over a carrier 

frequency independent of the other data streams. In this section a brief overview of 

the time spreading multicarrier CDMA structures is provided.

2.3.1 Time domain spreading

After Yee, Linnartz and Fettweis devised the MC-CDMA technique for indoor wire

less systems [2], other multicarrier CDMA schemes were proposed that instead of 

frequency employ time domain spreading :

•  Multi-carrier DS-CDMA (MC-DS-CDMA) proposed by Dasilva and Sousa in 

[24] spreads the S/P  converted substreams of data in time domain. In this 

scheme the subcarriers overlap and satisfy the orthogonality criteria. Another 

MC-DS-CDMA system was proposed by Kondo and Milstein in [25], which 

suggests a system with no overlap between the subcarriers and exploits the 

advantages of direct sequence spread spectrum systems (e.g. robustness to mul

tipath fading) together with the narrowband interference suppression effect of 

multicarrier systems, which mitigates the partial-band interference.

• Multi-Tone CDMA (MT-CDMA) proposed by Vandendorpe in [26].
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Multi-Carrier DS-CDM A (M C-DS-CDM A) [24]

Assume user k  transmits a sequence of symbols SkiPs{t — T s), then U  sub

sequences {cto (*)}: • • • ,{a^r_i(i)} are obtained after S/P conversion, where a ^ (i )  — 

s k((i- i)u+u+i)-  The spreading code of user k  over the u th subcarrier is defined as:

G m d

C«0) = 53 Cu ,m P c { t -  (m -  l)Tc)
771=1

where G m d  is the processing gain of the MC-DS-CDMA system, c£ is the m th chip 

of the spreading code of k th user over u th subcarrier, and p c( t)  is the chip pulse shaping 

signal.

The data substreams are multiplied by the spreading sequence, and then are mod

ulated over the available subcarriers. In addition, since U independent substreams 

are transmitted concurrently, the symbol duration is reduced accordingly and hence 

chip-level synchronization can be achieved with a much less complex structure (in 

comparison with DS-CDMA). The transmitted signal in this case can be written as:

+oo U —1 G m d

s kM D (t)  =  53 53 5 3  “ u ^ c i m - P c i t  -  ( m  -  1 )T C -  iT's ) cos[2tr(/c +  u A f ) t ]
i=—oo u=0 m=1

where a„(*) is the i th symbol of user k  over the u th subcarrier, T's equals the symbol 

duration of the original data stream times the number of subcarriers (U), T c  denotes 

the chip duration for each of the subcarrier streams and A / '( =  A7) represents the 

subcarrier separation. It should be noted that the spreading sequence for each user 

can vary from one subcarrier to the other. Fig. 2.2 depicts a MC-DS-CDMA system 

with G m d  = U  = 4, where for simplicity the spreading sequence is assumed to be the 

same for each subcarrier.
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M ulti-Tone CDM A (M T-CDM A)

Multi-tone CDMA is another realization of a time-domain spreading multicarrier 

CDMA system. The same principle as MC-DS-CDMA is used, however the sub

carriers are more densely populated and the code sequences are generally longer. 

Unlike MC-DS-CDMA where the spread spectrum is achieved by sufficiently sepa

rated subcarriers, in this scheme the bandwidth of each subchannel is spread over a 

wide range of frequencies and the subcarriers are very close to each other (Figure 2.3), 

thus the spread spectrum of the modulated signals no longer satisfy the orthogonality 

criterion3. The transmitted signal in this case is:

+ oo  U - I G m t

s kM T { t )  = Y s  -  ( m  -  1 )TC -  iT's) c o s [ 2 t t ( / c + uAf")t]
i= —oo u= 0  m = 1

where A /"  denotes the separation between the subcarrier frequencies and equals the 

inverse of the symbol duration, thus the subcarrier frequencies are very close to each 

other, as opposed to the MC-DS-CDMA technique where the separation of subcarriers 

determines the extent at which the transmitted signal is spread. Despite the fact that 

this scheme suffers from inter-subcarrier interference, by using longer codes SI and 

MUI are canceled effectively. Fig. 2.3 depicts a MT-CDMA transmit/receive structure 

together with the transmit signal power spectrum of a system with G m t  =  16 , U  =  4.

2.3.2 Bandwidth comparison

Considering ideal rectangular pulse shapes, the required bandwidth of single car

rier DS-CDMA and MT-CDMA is almost the same, but, MC-CDMA and MC-DS- 

CDMA modulation techniques require half as much bandwidth (see Figures 2.1-b, 2.2-

3It should be noted that the subcarriers are chosen such that they satisfy the orthogonality 
condition with minimum separation prior to spreading.
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b and 2.3-b). However, in practical implementations, where Nyquist filtering with a 

certain roll-off factor is considered, the bandwidth of all the mentioned modulation 

schemes are in the same order. Table 2.2 provides the system parameters for the 

discussed CDMA systems [2],

Table 2.2 System parameters of different CDMA techniques
CDMA method DS-CDMA MC-CDMA MC-DS-CDMA MT-CDMA

Symbol duration 
at subcarriers T d s UTd s / G MC(= T t ) UT d s UT d s

Number of subcarriers 1 U U U
Processing gain G d s G m c G m d G m t
Chip duration T d s / G d s — UT d s / G m d UTd s / G m t

Subcarrier separation — G MC/ U T d s (= 1 / T s) G m d / ( U T d s ) 1 / ( U T d s )

Required bandwidth Gps
T d s

V + l  G m c  
U T d s

U + l  ' G m d  
U T d s

U  — 1 + 2 G m t  
U T d s

2.4 M ulti-Input M ulti-O utput (MIM O) structures

A MIMO structure takes the input data stream and after applying appropriate mod

ulation and error control coding schemes, generates independent, partially or fully 

redundant substreams which are transmitted from the antenna elements. The re

ceiver can also be equipped with multiple antennas and depending on the complexity 

of the transmit structure and a priori knowledge of channel at either end, various 

detection schemes can be realized.

The main incentive for using multiple antennas at either end of the communication 

system was originally the capability of MIMO structures to mitigate multipath fading 

in wireless channels. Smart antennas, one of the first MIMO structures that were 

developed, pursues this goal through beamforming where multiple antenna elements 

are employed at either transmit or receive end. In this technique, knowing the required 

direction of transmission/reception, antenna elements are properly weighted to focus
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the transmitted/received energy at a desired direction in order to increase the SNR 

of the received signal and provides significant improvements when a line of site (LOS) 

component is available.

Spatial diversity gains can also be achieved using MIMO structures. A system with 

M  transmit antenna elements, sending replicas of the same data over all the antenna 

elements provides the receiver with M  different (ideally independent) versions of the 

information bearing signal. Hence the reliability of detection is significantly increased. 

Technically speaking, in this system the BER is proportional to SN̂  as opposed to 

gj|p- in a one-transmit antenna system. Hence, by using M  transmit antennas the 

diversity gain4 is increased by M. In the general case, a MIMO structure with M  

transmit and N  receive antennas can achieve a maximum diversity gain of M N .  

Despite the fact that spatial diversity techniques provide better results in Non-LOS 

(NLOS) environments, they still essentially combat the effects of multipath fading as 

in the smart antenna architectures.

Foschini and Telatar in two landmark papers have independently shown that in 

a rich multipath fading environment, the information theoretic capacity of a MIMO 

system can be increased linearly proportional with the lesser of the transmit and re

ceive antenna elements [5, 4]. In other words, the multipath fading characteristics of 

the channel, once unfavorable for reliable communication, can now be exploited to 

increase the overall capacity of the communication system. The MIMO structures 

pursuing this goal are often known as VBLAST, or more generally as spatial multi

plexing, architectures. In these systems independent streams of data are transmitted. 

The detection is very similar to solving a system of linear equations. The channel 

can be viewed as a matrix with each element representing the channel between each 

transmit/receive pair, provided we have single scalar channel coefficients for each

4A diversity gain of d is achieved when the average error probability decays as ■
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subchannel (i.e. flat fading conditions). Hence, when the channel matrix is full rank, 

min {M, N }  independent data streams can be transmitted over the eigen modes of 

the channel, and properly detected at the receiver. In other words, the rank of the 

channel matrix determines how many independent substreams can be transmitted, 

which is clearly lower than min{M, N}. Thus, in a VBLAST architecture, where 

M  independent streams of data are transmitted, for proper detection the number of 

receivers is required to be at least equal to the number of transmitters (N  > M ). 

These architectures significantly increase the spectral efficiency of the system, at the 

expense of lowering the diversity gain (see section 2.4.2). It should be noted that 

the transmitted substreams in a spatial multiplexing system can be viewed as virtual 

users in a multi-user CDMA system, where the signature codes of the users are pro

vided by nature in a close to orthogonal manner (given that the channel matrix is 

well-conditioned or has a close to maximum rank), without exhausting any frequency 

resources. Hence, most of the detection techniques for spatial diversity systems are 

derived from the detection techniques in the multi-user CDMA systems [27, 28].

Based on the above discussion MIMO structures are generally utilized to pursue 

two main, albeit contradictory, objectives:

• Enhancing the performance (BER) of the system by increasing spatial diversity, 

or

• Increasing the spectral efficiency (bits/s/Hz) of the structure by transmitting 

independent streams of data over the transmit antenna elements.

In this section an introduction on the MIMO systems providing either diversity gain 

or higher data rates is provided.
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2.4.1 Space-tim e block coding

In this section, the Alamouti simple transmit diversity method for a single carrier 

system is described [6]. An architecture with two transmit and N  receive antennas is 

assumed. The data is first modulated using a desired constellation, and the modulated 

data in two consecutive symbol intervals (s* and s2+i) form the transmit signal matrix 

as follows:
/

S =
\

Si - s : i+i

^2+1 87
(2.24)

/
where the columns represent two consecutive time intervals and the rows correspond 

to the first and second transmit antennas. Hence, s* and Sj+i are transmitted from 

the first and second antennas respectively in the first time interval and in the subse

quent symbol interval -s*+i and s* are transmitted from the corresponding antenna 

elements. The received signal can be written as:

( \  (r n  r  12

r2i r22

hn h\2 

h 21 h22
S + n A

\J~N 1 f  N 2 /  \ h m  h-N2 f

where rA1 and nA1 are N  x 2 matrices, with nA1 being an additive zero-mean circularly 

symmetric complex white Gaussian random matrix with two-sided PSD of rnt is 

the received signal from the nth receive antenna in the tth time interval, hnm is the 

channel coefficient between m th transmit and nth receive antenna elements in the time 

domain. Throughout the thesis, wherever space-time coding is utilized, it is assumed 

that the channel remains the same for two consecutive symbol intervals.

Fig. 2.4 shows a 2 x 2 MIMO structure with the corresponding channel coefficients.
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The received signal can be rewritten in a vector form as:

Ha

r Ai =

Ovi

\ r *N2j

hn

h*a 12

h12

-h*'hi

( v \nn

( \
+

n 12

tin i 

\ n *N2j

(2.25)

where rnt and nnt are the ntth components of r A1 and nA1 respectively.

The encoding scheme is devised in such a way that H ^ H A1 =  a l 2, where a  =  

Y2n=i ( I hni |2 +  | hri212) and I2 is a 2 x 2 identity matrix. Hence by choosing the weight

ing matrix G as Hfj the estimate of the transmitted symbols can be calculated:

(  - \  

j
=  G rA1 =  H ^ rA1 = a

( \
s%

y5i+i j
+ n A (2.26)

which is essentially a MRC technique. In order to further enhance the performance
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of the system, the weighting matrix can be modified to perform MMSE detection and 

hence incorporate the effect of noise as follows:

~M RC
M M SE __  ymn

9 m n  ~ a + ^

where g ^ SE and are the elements of G for MMSE and MRC detection schemes 

respectively.

2.4.2 Spatial multiplexing: ZF, MMSE and VBLAST

The input data stream is first modulated using a desired constellation. Subsequently, 

it is S /P  converted to feed the M  transmit antennas, such that the input symbols in 

i = IM  + 1, +  M  (for any arbitrary integer I) symbol intervals are transmitted

simultaneously from the MIMO structure, hence the spectral efficiency is increased 

by a factor of M, which is achieved at the expense of decreasing the spatial diversity 

gain, and can severely degrade the overall system performance in undesirable channel 

conditions. The substreams are cyclically assigned to the available antenna elements 

such that the symbols in the intervals satisfying i mod M  = m  are transmitted over 

the m th transmit antenna. The receiver, attempts to retrieve the desired data stream 

by removing the effect of the other interfering substreams. As mentioned on page 35, 

the independent substreams can be viewed as virtual users in a CDMA system and 

like the multi-user CDMA system, the optimum Maximum Likelihood detection is 

computationally very complex. In this section two suboptimum linear (i.e. zero 

forcing (ZF) and MMSE) and one iterative (i.e. VBLAST) detection schemes for 

canceling the effect of the interfering signals are presented.
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Linear detection: ZF and MMSE

The received signal can be written as:

r =  HsSM + n (2.27)

where sSM =  [sim+i, sim+2, siM+M]T for any arbitrary integer I is the signal vector 

transmitted from the transmitter structure and H is the N x M  channel matrix defined

as:

H

h11 ”'12 ••• h \1M

h>2\ h 22 • • • h2 M

\h m h-Ni • • • hnm  y

which satisfies the following5:

E [hnmh*n,m] =  0 , m ^ n r i  V n ^ n '

n is an x 1 vector with elements being additive zero-mean circularly symmetric 

complex white Gaussian random variables with two-sided PSD of

Assuming that the channel matrix is known at the receiver, by multiplying the 

received signal in (2.27) by the inverse6 of the channel matrix the transmitted signal 

vector can be estimated as:

sSM =  H 1r =  sSM +  H 1n- 1 .

5 This condition ensures uncorrelated fading for all transmit/receive pairs and holds throughout 
the thesis unless explicitly mentioned otherwise.

6Whenever the number of transmit and receive antennas are not equal Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse (Pseudo-inverse) of the channel matrix is used [29].
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This method is essentially the same as the zero-forcing equalization technique for 

removing ISI. Despite the simplicity of this method, it should be noted that the noise 

variance at the output of detector is E[nrfn^] =  ^ H +(H+)h (— (HhH) 1 if H -1 

exists), where H+ is the Pseudo-inverse [29]. Hence according to the conditions of 

the channel the noise power may be amplified and possibly exceeds the desired signal 

power which would make correct detection virtually impossible.

In order to avoid noise enhancement and its undesirable consequences, the MMSE 

linear detection method has been proposed, where an estimate of the transmitted 

signal is calculated as:

y  =  'W MMSEr

where r is given by (2.27) and the weight matrix \ y MMSE is [30]:

w mmse =  ^ h h h  +  h h

It can be seen that when the signal to noise ratio approaches infinity the MMSE 

detection matrix converges to (HhH) 1 Hh , which is the pseudo-inverse of H or 

the detection matrix for the zero forcing technique (assuming that (HhH) 1 exists). 

Thus, at high SNRs both methods perform almost the same.

Vertical Bell Laboratory Space Time (VBLAST) architecture

In order to increase the throughput of MIMO systems, Foschini has proposed a scheme, 

where the data stream is demultiplexed over M  transmit antennas (known as spatial 

layers) and at each time interval a M  x 1 signal vector sSM with independent elements 

is transmitted over the channel [11].

The received signal is defined in (2.27) and the detection of the substreams is 

performed in the following 4 steps [30]:
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1. Ordering: The substreams are sorted based on their channel conditions.

2. Interference Cancellation: The contribution of the already detected substreams 

are subtracted from the received signal.

3. Interference Nulling: The undetected substream with the best output SNR is 

detected using a ZF or MMSE combiner.

4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until all substreams are detected.

In terference  C ancellation

Assuming SgM, si?M, . . . ,  is the optimal ordering7 of the substreams (e.g. sSM = 

[5sm> 'ssm> • • ■ > ssm]T ^  no ordering was needed), at the sth stage of detection the con

tribution of the previously detected subtreams is removed from the received signal as 

follows:
S —  1

r, = >' -  E  H”s«
m —1

where H m is the m th column of H  corresponding to the m th substream (s™,). 

In terference N ulling

In this step, the contribution of the not yet detected substreams has to be removed 

from r s using ZF or MMSE cancellation techniques. A weight vector corresponding 

to the sth substream, based on the employed cancellation technique, is generated 

satisfying the following conditions [30]:

W sH m = 0 for m  = s + 1 , . . . ,  M  (2.28)

rThe ordering criteria will be discussed shortly.
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and

W SHS =  1

It should be noted that in order to be able to calculate the nulling vector for all 

substreams from (2.28), N  > M  should be satisfied. In other words, VBLAST ar

chitecture requires the number of receive antennas to be greater than the number of 

transmit antennas. Subsequently, the estimate of the sth substream (s*M) is calculated 

as:

« S M  =  =  S S M  +  W * n

where the noise is enhanced by a factor of ||WS||2. The enhancing factor is used as the 

criteria to order the signals in Step 1 (i.e. SgM corresponds to the substream having 

the lowest enhancing factor and so on).

From (2.28), it is clear that at the sth stage, only M  — s columns of the channel 

matrix are used to determine the weight vector W s. The N  — M  +  s other receive 

antenna elements provide spatial diversity gain. As the detection progresses, the 

spatial diversity gain increases and reaches its maximum of N  at the last stage. As a 

result, the substreams which are detected later in the algorithm are less susceptible 

to multipath fading, which further justifies the SNR ordering criteria utilized in this 

scheme.

2.4.3 Spatially correlated channel model

In [4] and [5], it has been shown that in rich scattering environments significant 

improvements in capacity are possible. However, this is true provided the channel has 

a full-rank correlation matrix with distinct eigenvalues, where a maximum number of 

independent spatial subchannels can be exploited to transmit independent streams of 

data. In a fully correlated MIMO channel, however, there is only one independent path
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and very small gains, if any, can be achieved. In reality, lack of dominant scatterers or 

insufficient spacing between antenna elements in either transmit or receive structures 

result in partial correlation of the spatial channels, thus only a fraction of the promised 

theoretic capacities can be achieved. In order to analyze MIMO structures in such 

environments a proper modeling of the channel is inevitable. In this section the 

’Kronecker model’ for simulating correlated MIMO channels is briefly introduced.

Let us define the correlation between the antenna elements at the base station and 

mobile station as follows:

R b s  =

p?ls p ST • • ■

p?ls pW ■ ■ • P2M

„BS „BS „BS
\ P m i  P m 2 '  ’ '  P m m /

where p^m 2 represents the spatial correlation between base station antenna mi and 

m2 and is defined as: p ^ im2 — (hmin. hm.2n), where (a, b) computes the correlation 

between a and b. It is assumed that the correlation between the antennas at the 

base station is independent of the antennas at the mobile station. In other words, all 

mobile station antennas illuminate the same scatterers in the surrounding of the base 

station.

Ri■MS

p®  •• • p^

p!1s ■ P2N

„MS „MS „MS
\ P n  1 P N 2  ■ ' '  P n n /

where „ represents the spatial correlation between mobile station antenna n\ and 

n2 and is defined as: = {hni7n, hn2m), which is again assumed to be independent

of the antenna elements of the base station.
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It can be shown that the channel correlation matrix in such environment can be 

derived as [31]:

R mimo =  R ms ® R bs (2.29)

where ® denotes the Kronecker product (or direct product).

Generation of correlated channel coefficients for simulation purposes

In order to generate a channel realization with a desired correlation matrix, primarily 

N M  complex Gaussian random variables are generated and stacked in a M N  x 1 col

umn vector A =  [an, 021, • ■ • , olmi, • • • ,&ni, • • • , &nm]t - Assuming the correlation 

of antenna elements at the two ends of the system is known, the correlation matrix 

of the MIMO system can be calculated from (2.29), which using the Cholesky factor

ization can be decomposed as Rmimo =  B B H. Henceforth, the channel coefficients of 

the correlated MIMO channel can be derived as:

B A  =  [ h n ,  h i 2 ,  • • • , h i M ,  • • • , h f f i ,  • • • , / i / v m ] T

matrix can be generated:

\itlM

h*2M

yh,N 1 hff 2 • • • hjjM

It should be noted that the above discussions hold for a flat-fading channel where 

the channel characteristics can be represented by a complex coefficient for each trans

mit/receive antenna pair at each instant.

and by rearranging the elements the channel

/ i n  h u

/121 /122
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Chapter 3 

M ultiple Input M ultiple Output 

M C-CDM A structures

In this chapter MIMO structures for downlink MC-CDMA systems are studied. A 

downlink MIMO system with M  transmitters at the base station and N  receivers at 

the mobile station is considered. The well-known MIMO MC-CDMA architectures 

are studied in section 3.1 and in section 3.2 a new scheme is proposed. The new 

technique is compared with the other MIMO structures in terms of complexity and 

in chapter 5 BER performance comparisons are presented.

3.1 System  m odel and receiver structures: W ell-known  

architectures

In section 3.1.1 the space-time block coded MC-CDMA system is described. Sec

tion 3.1.2 discusses three spatial multiplexing MIMO structures (i.e. MMSE, MMSE- 

MUD and VBLAST). Subsequently, in section 3.1.3 space-time coding and spatial 

multiplexing are combined and a structure based on space-time-frequency MMSE
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(STF-MMSE) detection technique [32] is presented.

3.1.1 Space-tim e block coding

Based on the discussion on the channel model in section 2.2.2, it is assumed that all 

subcarriers in the MC-CDMA system experience flat fading. Hence the space-time 

coded MC-CDMA system is identical to a single-carrier space-time coded system 

(see section 2.4.1) with the difference that the steps therein have to be carried out 

for all subcarriers. Once space-time decoding is performed and an estimate of the 

transmitted signals over all subcarriers is available (e.g. (2.26) for Alamouti space

time coding), the users’ data are derived using a simple single user detection technique. 

Hence for a space-time coded system the despreading of the kth user’s data will be:

u - 1
®fc(*+t-i) ^  for t =  1,2, , p (3.1)

u=0

where sf+t_ 1 is the estimate of the transmitted signal over uth subcarrier in the i + t —1 

symbol interval, p is the number of independent transmitted signals in each space-time 

coded block (e.g. p = 2 for Alamouti space-time coding) and is the estimate

of the kth user data in the given interval.

3.1.2 Spatial m ultiplexing

The input data streams of all K  users are first modulated using a desired constellation, 

the symbol of user k in the ith symbol interval (s^) is multiplied by its corresponding 

spreading code and spread in the frequency domain. Subsequently, the input is S /P  

converted to feed the M  transmit antennas, such that the input symbols of i = 

IM + 1,..., IM + M  (for any arbitrary integer I) OFDM symbol intervals are transmitted 

simultaneously; hence the spectral efficiency is increased by a factor of M. The
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substreams are cyclically assigned to the available antenna elements such that the 

symbols in the OFDM symbol intervals satisfying i mod M  =  m  are transmitted 

from the m th transmit antenna, which for one OFDM symbol and all subcarriers can 

be written in a column vector as:

sTx= r s° «i . . .  ŝ 7- 1 iTm  L I M + m  i b l M + m  > > * I M + m J

where s“ =  J2k=i sktcku, c k = [cfc0, ck\, • • • ,cku - i]T is defined as the normalized 

spreading code of the kth user and \cku\ =

MMSE

In this receiver structure, Minimum Mean Square criteria is employed to detect the 

substreams from the transmit antenna elements over each subcarrier. Signals trans

mitted over different subcarriers are assumed to be completely independent, which is 

not generally true.

The received signal over the uth subcarrier can be written as:

ru =  H„s“MSE +  nu for u = 0, • • • , [ / -  1 (3.2)

where s“MSE =  [s“m+i, s“m+2, sfM+M}T is the signal vector transmitted over the uth 

subcarrier and H„ is the N  x M  channel matrix over the uth subcarrier defined as:

T T l l
n U

H u  
1 1 1 2

T T U
n l  M

T T U
2 1

T T U
2 2  ' -

H u2 M

T T U  T T U  I T U
\ n N  1 n N 2  n N M )
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which satisfies the following two constraints:

E
' U - l

I2nm
u=0
£ | / c = U , V n ,m  (refer to section 2.2.2) (3.3)

E K X ; - ]  = 0  , (3.4)

where is the channel coefficient between the m th transmit and nth receive antenna 

elements over the uth subcarrier.

The noise term n„ is an N  x 1 vector with elements being additive zero-mean circularly 

symmetric complex white Gaussian random variables with two-sided PSD of 4^.

The estimate of the transmitted signal from the transmit antennas over the uth 

subcarrier will be:

y „ = w r \  for u — 0, • • • ,U — 1 

where ru is given by (3.2) and the weight matrix W “MSE is:

r M M S E  __  ( ^  u H  t t  . V̂oT \  i t / /w r  =  ( ) H "  (3.5)

After having estimated the transmitted independent substreams over all subcarri

ers, a conventional single user detection scheme is employed to detect the users’ data. 

The estimated substreams are first arranged in a matrix Y  =  [y0, • • • , y t/_1], then

the kth user’s data vector is estimated as:

Sk =  [sk(lM+1), Sk(iM+2), • • • , Sfc((M+M)]T =  Y c*k (3.6)

where c^ [c/cOi c/—1J •

It should be noted that the CDMA single user detection method employed in 

this architecture is only optimal when the codes of the users are perfectly orthogonal
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and the channel characteristics do not compromise this feature, which is practically 

impossible.

VBLAST

The MC-CDMA VBLAST system operates on a per subcarrier basis. In other words, 

the receiver, employing the single carrier VBLAST technique (see section 2.4.2), re

trieves an estimate of the transmitted signals from all the transmitters and over all 

subcarriers. Subsequently, the user’s data are extracted using the single user detection 

technique in (3.6). Depending on whether ZF or MMSE is used as the interference 

nulling technique MC-CDMA-(ZF or MMSE)-VBLAST architecture is realized.

M M SE-M UD

The optimal multi-user detector in a CDMA system is required to thoroughly search 

through trellises and has a very complex structure which increases exponentially with 

the number of active users [28]. Hence, other linear detectors have been devised that 

fill the significant performance gap between optimal detection and the single user de

tection technique, which was employed in the previous MIMO architectures. In this 

structure, a linear multi-user detection technique known as MMSE-MUD is imple

mented. Unlike the MMSE receiver, this structure considers all the spreading codes 

in the detection process, and all users’ data are detected at once. The transmitted 

signal (before spreading) is written as follows:

s = [si/M+l, • • • , SllM+M, • • • , SkIM+1, ' ' ' , SrIM+M^
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where ski is the symbol of user k in the ith symbol interval. The received signal can 

then be expressed as:

r  =  H muds +  n (3-7)

where n  is an NU  x 1 additive zero-mean circularly symmetric complex white Gaus

sian random vector with two-sided PSD of and the channel matrix H MUD is the 

concatenation of the K  users’ channel matrices given by:

H mud = [H \ H 2, , H*] G CNUxMK

H k

( T T k  T T k  ^n u  ' ' '  n im

-rrk Trk
\ n N  1 '  '  '  n N M /

, H knm = [Ckhnm]Uxl (3.8)

where Ck is a U x U diagonal matrix with the spreading code of the k th user on the 

diagonal and hnm = [H®m, • • • , H^r~]}T is the channel matrix corresponding to the 

mth transmit and nth receive antennas, satisfying the conditions (3.3) and (3.4).

The estimated data is calculated as:

s =  W M M S E -M U D 1

where r  is given by (3.7) and the MMSE-MUD weight matrix has a similar form as 

that of MMSE detection in (3.5):

W m m s e - m u d  —  \ H mudH mud +  2 I MK^  H m u d  ( 3 - 9 )

where we have assumed E [skm+rSk'i'M+r] = &kk'$ii'^rr (normalized uncorrelated 

data).
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This receiver performs significantly better than the MMSE receiver, since the 

frequency domain and spatial components of the received signal are jointly considered. 

It should be noted, however, that the spreading codes of all users are required for 

detection and the overall structure is considerably more complex (see section 3.3).

3.1.3 Combined Space-time coding and Spatial m ultiplexing

The main idea in the architectures combining space-time coding and spatial multiplex

ing, is to compromise between the spectral efficiency and diversity gains of the system 

such that a higher data rate communication with a required reliability is achieved. 

In order to pursue this goal, the transmit antenna elements are divided into groups, 

which transmit independent data streams (hence increasing the spectral efficiency) 

and within each group space-time coding is implemented to increase the reliability of 

the performance. The transmitters are divided into G groups, also known as layers, 

each containing mi, m2, • • • , mo  antennas, such that Yfg=i m g = M. The input data 

stream is demultiplexed into G substreams and each substream is transmitted through 

the corresponding antenna group. In this section a system based on a multi-user de

tection scheme presented in [32] is discussed and in section 3.2 our proposed scheme 

based on successive interference cancellation (SIC) is developed.

STF-M M SE-M UD

For simplicity of discussion a base station with M  = 2G transmitters and G antenna 

groups using Alamouti space-time block coding is considered. Grouping all the sub

carrier components together with their complex conjugates in one column vector, the 

received signal can be rewritten as:

r _  r„o . . .  u- 1 0* . . .  u - u  . . .  r o . . .  u-i ro* ru-i*]T 
1 — L ' l l )  ) 11 > ' 12>  > '  12 ) i ' N  1> ) ' J V1  > N 2 i  i ' N  2 J
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where r “j represents the received signal at the nth receive antenna over the uth sub

carrier in the ith OFDM symbol interval.

r =  HSTFSgxF "I- n

H8TP =  [H1 i , HG] e c ™ x2K

Hs =  . . .  , (H ja)T]T

where H ^  corresponds to the Alamouti space-time block coding channel matrix of 

the gth transmit antenna group and nth receive antenna defined as:

t i A    [ t t A I  t t A 2   ̂  ̂  ̂ t t A K i
ng I ng > ■n np 5***5 ng J

where,

-r-fAk Cfchn(29-1) Cfch„(29)
rig ~

\ c kK i2g) - C t K ^

and Cfc and h nm are the same as in (3.8).

The data vector in one OFDM interval is defined as:

F irs t group Second group
I> \ / ■ ■■ — s ,

SgTF =  [Sit, S it+ 1 , • • • , SfCi, SKi+1,  S lt+2) • • • ) SKi+3 , ' ' ' , $Ki+G+ lj

According to the Wiener solution, the weight vector that minimizes E [||s(A;) — wj^r| 

is calculated as w*, =  R _1p(fc), where:

F irs t g roup Second group

s(Ai) =  [s/jj, Sfc j+ i ,  Sfci+2 ; Sfcj-)-3 , • • , Sfcj-)-G+i]
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and R, p ^  are defined as:

R  =  E [rrH] =  H STFH fTF +  ^ I 2NU

( TTA k  T jA fc \
^11 ' ' ' " 1G

p(fc> =  E [rsH(k)] =
T j iA k  t t  A kn 21 ' ' n 2G

A kH .

N 1  '  '
H A k  

N G  J 2 N U  x2 G

Ultimately, the signal estimates can be calculated by:

s(k) = w ^ r  for k = l , - - - , K

3.2 Proposed scheme: M ultistage SIC (MSIC)

The transmit signal in one OFDM symbol interval before space-time processing can 

be written as:

s,; =
K K K

Lfc=i *=i k = 1

(3.10)

The transmit signal vectors (sj) are then spatially multiplexed over the G transmit an

tenna groups and each group is processed in a space-time coding block. Considering a 

common space-time coding technique with a unit spectral efficiency for all the groups 

and assuming each space-time block spans T  OFDM symbol intervals, the MC-CDMA 

input stream given in (3.10) is demultiplexed as follows: s,,--- ,s i+T_i is transmit

ted through group 1, si+ r, ■ • • , si+2r - i  through group 2, and st+(G_1)T, Sj+Gt - i  is 

transmitted through the last group (see Fig. 3.1). Hence the GT  symbols of all the 

users are transmitted in T  OFDM symbol intervals and a spatial multiplexing of G is
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achieved.

The transmit signal can be expressed as:

Stt =  [S?, S“ , . . .  , SUG]T (3.11)

where S“ is the space-time matrix of the gth component code. Due to its simple linear

 ̂ Antenna Group 1 
/  \

ant t

/  '^Antenna Group 2
^ant m<i + 1 
Vant ml +  2

Input data streain

1 \.l/,Yant ma +  m2

—\ 1

'  '  x Antenna Group G

a n t  V P — m o  +  1
i\l/

etnt M  1- to q  +  2
Space Time 

Encoder 

Block

Space Time 

Encoder

Block

Space Time 

Encoder

Block

Fig. 3.1 Transmitter structure - The input substreams are spatially multiplexed 
over G transmit antenna groups and processed in a space-time coding block.

Maximum Likelihood detection method and full diversity gain without any loss in 

spectral efficiency, Alamouti space-time coding with two transmitters is chosen as the
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component code [6]. In this case the space-time matrix S“ is:

/  .. ... \
ctl _

s —
i+2{g-l) * i+ 2 (g -l)+ l

y J i+ 2 (p -l)+ l Si+ 2(g-l) J

(3.12)

where s“ is the u element of s, in (3.10) and ,s“* denotes the complex conjugate of 

«?•

The receiver in this design operates on a per subcarrier basis. The received signal 

over the uth subcarrier is similar to (3.2) with the difference that the time dimension 

is also incorporated, yielding the N  x T  matrix:

r “ =  H u.S“ +  n “ (3.13)

where S“ is given by (3.11) and n “ is an N  x T  matrix with elements being additive 

zero-mean circularly symmetric complex white Gaussian random variables with two- 

sided PSD of ^  and T  is the number of time intervals involved in each space-time 

coded block.

The data of the groups are detected sequentially. Let us describe the received 

signal over the uth subcarrier when the contribution of the gth and previous groups is 

canceled as:

r “+1 =  r“ - H “.S; for g = l , - - - , G - l  (3.14)

where r “ =  r “ is given in (3.13). Clearly, no cancellation for the first group is required. 

H “ is the N  x m g channel matrix corresponding to the gth transmit antenna group 

defined as:
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(  H u

H “ =

T T U

iK + E fri1"**)

\ HN{l+Y, IZtmi) HN(mg+Y.*llmi)J

and S is the estimate of S“ in (3.12) obtained as follows:

Starting with the first group (g — 1), the null space of the channel matrix corre

sponding to the other not yet detected groups, is calculated [33]:

x N (3.15)

and

(3.16)

where Mull{ A} is an orthonormal basis for the null space of A that can be obtained 

from the singular value decomposition of A (see appendix A). H “ is a A x  (M — 

£ ? =i mat rix defined as:

H

T T U  T T U

1(i+ E ? = imi) 1(2+2® =!^) . . .  H \
1M

(3.17)

T T U  T T U  T T U

\ n N ( l + Z 9i=1mi)  JV(2+Ei=i ^ i) n N M /

Clearly H “ corresponds to the channel matrix of the g +  1, g + 2 . . .  ,G  groups over 

the uth subcarrier.

Henceforth, r “ is multiplied by the null-space matrix calculated in (3.15) and 

an equivalent received signal (after removing the zero components of N “r“) can be 

written as:

=  H ^ . S “ +  (3.18)
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where H “? is a Neq x mg matrix, Neq = N  — M  +  S f = i 1S the number of equivalent 

receive antennas and due to (3.16), n “ is a noise term with the same statistics as n “ 

in (3.13). If Alamouti simple diversity scheme in [6] is used for all component codes, 

S“ is given by (3.12) and r^q g is of dimension Neq x 2, hence rearranging r “ in a 

vector

9iA1
u  u* u  u*  _ _ _ u  u*
eq, 11’ eq, 12 ’ eq,2 1 ’ 1 eq,22 ’ ? ' eq,Neq h  eq ,Neq2

where r “ t is the ntih element of r “ (for simplicity the index 3 has been omitted in

' eq ,nt ), the estimate of s“i+2(ff- l )

respectively) are obtained by1:

and ’i+2(S- l ) + l (denoted by i + 2 ( g - l ) and s.i+ 2(g-l) + l

( r  \*+2(g—1)

^  T T U *  T T U  
- " e g ,11 " e g , 12

T T U *  T T U  
y  eg,12 " e g , 11

T T U *
" n eq ,N eg 1

T T U *
"  n eq ,N eg2

T T U  ^  
" e g ,lV e 92

T T U
eq ,N eq\ y . r“

y s r+ 2 (9 - i ) + i  j
N eq

E (K»i 2 +|tf,>i2)
9,A1

n=1

(3.19)

where H™q nt is the ntih element of H “95. The obtained estimates are grouped into a 

matrix of a similar form as in (3.12) and used to form the new received vector r 9+i in 

(3.14) for the next cancellation step. The users’ data can be extracted by despreading 

the subcarrier estimates:

£7-1

S k ( i + 2 ( g - l ) + t )  =  y  ] S i + 2 { g - l ) + t Ck u  
14=0

for t =  0,1 (3.20)

The steps (3.14)-(3.20) for g =  1, . . .  ,G, represent the MSIC algorithm with no 

iteration. From (3.18) it is clear that a diversity gain of m g x Neq is achieved in

lrrhe reader is referred to section 2.4.1.
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the gth stage, which increases as the detection progresses such that the last group 

experiences the maximum diversity gain of ma  x N. MSIC performance can be 

further improved by iterative detection: the gth group is detected by suppressing all 

of the other substreams, with the estimates calculated in the previous iteration, hence 

for subsequent iterations the nulling operation is not required and all groups benefit 

from the maximum diversity gain of mo  x N.

3.2.1 Ordering criterion

The proposed sequential interference canceler is essentially a decision feedback sys

tem, hence the initial decisions potentially have a significant impact on the overall 

performance. In this section a criteria for the order of detection of the groups is 

proposed and its impact on the performance is discussed in chapter 5.

In a VBLAST system, interference canceling generally results in noise enhance

ment. And as discussed in section 2.4.2 the amount of noise enhancement is chosen 

as the criteria for ordering the detection of substreams. In the proposed method, 

however, the nulling matrix (N“) forms an orthonormal basis of the nulling space and 

hence the noise variance in the equivalent system remains the same. On the other 

hand, the SNR of the equivalent system in (3.18) is proportional to the second norm 

of the equivalent channel matrix (H “g ). Hence, at the gth stage of detection the 

group satisfying the following condition will be detected:

m a x ^  \H eg,gi\2ab V u > * e  {9,9 + !,••• ,G} (3.21)
a,b

where represents the absolute value of abth element of H “? s in (3.15). It

should be noted that the ordering process has to be carried out for all subcarriers.

A simpler approach is to average the sum in (3.21) over all subcarriers and decide
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on the next group to be detected. Hence, an alternate ordering criteria could be 

written as:

^ E E K J L  . i e { « , »  + V " , G }  (3.22)max
u a.b

Unlike (3.21), where the ordering criterion is checked for all subcarriers, and the 

groups are ordered for each subcarrier independently, in the simpler approach the 

ordering is performed once based on the average results for all the subcarriers which 

will clearly yield smaller improvement (see Fig. 5.10).

3.2.2 Frequency diversity gain and constellation order trade-off

In a purely spatial multiplexing architecture with M  transmit antenna elements, the 

spectral efficiency of the system is Mr), where r) represents the spectral efficiency of 

the employed constellation (e.g. BPSK, QPSK, QAM, ...). In the proposed system, 

however, part of the transmit antenna elements are utilized to provide spatial diversity 

and the spectral efficiency is reduced to In order to maintain the same spectral 

efficiency an obvious solution is to use higher order constellations. In a multi-carrier 

system, the problem can be tackled in another way as well. It is well known that 

in a frequency selective channel, increasing the processing gain above a certain value 

(corresponding to the maximum achievable frequency diversity which can be approx

imated by the normalized delay spread of the channel2) results in diminishing returns 

in terms of frequency diversity gain. Hence, in scenarios where the channel does not 

allow further increase in the frequency diversity and yet only a fraction of the allo-

2 The maximum achievable frequency diversity of a channel is defined as [22]:

B W  l / B W c 
B W C ~  1 / B W  ~  1 / B WDf  ~ = = 7 7 ^ 7  = (Ums)Normallzed (3.23)

where Trms and (Trms)Normaiized are the RMS delay spread and normalized RMS delay spread of 
the system respectively. In order to obtain the real achievable frequency diversity gain for a given 
channel simulations are performed (see section 5.2).
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-©— U = 8 -  16QAM no frequency multiplexing (K=1)
-*— One iteration -  U = 8 -  16QAM -  no frequency multiplexing (K=1) 
-Q— U = 4 -  QPSK -  with frequency multiplexing (K=1)__________

10"1

IT
LUm

Eb/No

Fig. 3 .2  Comparison of BER performances of MSIC with and w ithout frequency 
multiplexing in a single user system  ( K  =  1).

cated frequency resources have been used, we can adjust (appropriately decrease) the 

processing gain and benefit from the rest of the bandwidth in order to increase the 

overall spectral efficiency to a desired amount, without increasing the constellation 

order (similar to frequency multiplexing in OFDM). In this way, the desired probabil

ity of error can be achieved with a significantly lower complexity. Fig. 3.2 depicts the 

improvement of the BER performance of MSIC with frequency multiplexing. In this 

system the processing gain has been reduced from 8 to 4 and the constellation size
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is reduced from 16QAM to QPSK, hence the same data rate is achieved. It should 

be noted, however, that the gains achieved are at the expense of reduced capacity (in 

terms of number of active users). Thus, this method can be advantageous in scenarios 

where the system is not densely populated and high data rates are required.

3.3 Receivers com plexity

The level of complexity of the MMSE, MMSE-MUD and STF-MMSE receivers is 

dominated by the number of matrix inversions and for MSIC the nulling operation is 

the dominant factor, which has to be carried out for all G groups over all subcarriers. 

In general, the number of floating point operations (flops3) for inverting a L x L  matrix 

by LU decomposition is approximately |  L3 — | L  and the number of flops required for 

calculating the null space of a L x P  matrix can be approximated by ALP2 +  8L3 when 

the Golub-Reinsch SVD algorithm is used (see appendix A). Table 3.1 summarizes 

the number of flops required for each method4. Details on the complexity analysis of 

the proposed scheme (MSIC) are provided in appendix B.

As seen in section 3.1, MMSE, MMSE-MUD and STF-MMSE have very similar 

structures, and their main difference complexity-wise is their channel correlation ma

trices order (e.g. M  x M  for MMSE, M K  x M K  for MMSE-MUD and 2N U  x 2N U  for 

STF-MMSE). Table 3.1 shows that the complexity of the proposed scheme (MSIC) is 

significantly lower than the other schemes. The complexity of STF-MMSE is propor

tional to U3 (cube of total number of subcarriers) which could be very large, whereas 

in MSIC the complexity is merely proportional to the first power of U. As an example, 

a system with U = 8 and M  = N  =  4 is considered. As can be seen in Table 3.2

3Following [29], we define a flop as one addition or one multiplication.
4It should be noted that MSIC and STF-MMSE detect the symbols of two consecutive intervals 

simultaneously and the number of flops provided here for these two methods corresponds to the 
detection of two consecutive intervals.
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the complexity of STF-MMSE is approximately 214 times more than MSIC in a full

load system, 165 times more in a half-load and 124 times in the single user scenario. 

Furthermore, the complexity of MMSE-MUD increases with K 3 (cube of the number 

of users), whereas MSIC complexity involves only the first power of K  (83 times less 

complex for full-load, 19 times less complex for half-load and 1.2 times less complex 

for single-user).
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and full-load systems respectively. Finally, MMSE (the simplest well-known MIMO 

structure considered) is 1.5 times more complex than MSIC for different number of 

active users, which as will be seen in chapter 5, performs poorly in most scenarios.

Table 3 .2  Complexity comparison example (for two consecutive sym bol inter
vals)

Single user Half-load Full-load
MMSE 6400 6784 7296

MMSE-MUD 4944 81728 376448
STF-MMSE 503168 702080 967296

MSIC 4064 4256 4512
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Chapter 4 

Bit Error Rate Analysis

In this chapter, we start with a thorough bit error rate analysis of a single user 

downlink MC-CDMA system in a correlated frequency selective fading channel. Sub

sequently, the bit error rate expression for multi-user environments is derived. The 

BER performance of a space-time coded MC-CDMA system is studied and an expres

sion for the bit error rate is calculated. In the end the effect of frequency selectivity 

of the channel on the BER performance of the MC-CDMA system is discussed. As 

an introduction to the chapter, a brief literature review on the bit error rate analysis 

of MC-CDMA systems is provided.

4.1 Literature review

In [18], the BER performance of a MC-CDMA system for uplink and downlink trans

mission has been investigated. MRC and EGC techniques are considered and the BER 

expressions for both uplink and downlink are evaluated. Independent flat-fading is 

considered and assuming the number of the subcarriers is sufficiently large, Central 

Limit Theorem is employed to obtain the average bit error rate. In [34], the perfor
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mance of an asynchronous MC-CDMA system for an uplink system in a frequency 

selective fading channel is studied. MRC and EGC detection techniques are consid

ered. An analytical expression for the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the 

channel coefficients is not simplified, hence the average BER is presented in an in

tegral form and Monte Carlo integration is proposed to evaluate the final result. In 

[25], a multicarrier signaling technique has been applied to DS-CDMA and the BER 

performance has been evaluated. Perfect carrier, code and bit synchronization is as

sumed and the MRC combining BER performance is evaluated in a slowly frequency 

selective fading channel. Furthermore, the spreading codes of the users are assumed 

to be independent and random. The conditional probability of error is derived and 

the average BER expression is given in an integral form for a frequency selective fad

ing channel. In [35], a BER lower bound for a MC-CDMA system (achievable in a 

single-user system with MRC detection) in a slow-varying frequency selective fading 

system is provided. All of the above mentioned works consider Gaussian approx

imation for Multi User Interference. Recently, an exact BER analysis of an uplink 

synchronous MC-CDMA system operating in a Rayleigh fading channel using the Mo

ment Generating Function (MGF) without any assumptions on the distribution of the 

interferences has been proposed in [36]. It should be noted, however, that frequency 

correlation in the channel is not considered, in other words, the fading processes over 

different subcarriers are considered to be independent from one another.

In [37], the BER analysis of a space-time coded MC-CDMA system is presented. 

The effect of carrier frequency offset is studied and the bit error rate for EGC and 

MRC is derived. The subcarriers corresponding to the same data substream are 

chosen sufficiently apart, hence the frequency domain channel coefficients are assumed 

independent (In a MC-CDMA system design the subcarriers are chosen as separated 

as possible, however considering them completely independent is not a very practical
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assumption).

4.2 B it Error R ate Analysis of a single-user M C-C DM A  

system  in a frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel

One of the most intriguing characteristics of MC-CDMA systems is that a wideband 

frequency selective channel can be treated as parallel narrowband flat fading sub

channels over the available subcarriers. Despite the fact that one would choose the 

subcarriers as distant as possible (from one another) they are still correlated. In this 

section the BER performance of a MRC combiner in a single user MC-CDMA system 

in a frequency selective channel is investigated.

Defining r as a vector with components representing the received signal over dif

ferent subcarriers as r =  [r0, r\, ■ ■ ■ , ru - i]r , the frequency domain covariance matrix 

of the channel is defined as [35]:

R , = ±E[rr"] =  {rj*} (4.1)

r f  = <M(« -  6)A/)

where R / is the covariance matrix with elements r^’b and $<7(A /) denotes the spaced 

frequency correlation function defined as the Fourier transform of the power delay 

profile:

/+00
cj)c{ T ) e - ^ TdT

•OO

The nonzero eigenvalues (Au’s) of the covariance matrix (R/) determine the num

ber of equivalent independent subchannels in the frequency domain. It should be 

noted that, there lies a very strong analogy between a MC-CDMA system and a nar

rowband communication system in a Rayleigh flat fading multipath channel, with the
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difference that in the MC-CDMA system the multipath components of the received 

signal reside in the frequency domain whereas in a Rayleigh multipath fading channel 

they are generated through different paths in space. In our discussion we assume the 

channel is well-conditioned and the channel covariance matrix has U distinct eigenval

ues1 . Henceforth, an equivalent channel with U independent subchannels, each having 

a mean square expected value equal to the corresponding eigenvalue (E[(o/u)2] =  A„) 

is considered.

The SNR for each subcarrier can be modeled as a Chi-squared random variable 

with two degrees of freedom (see MRC detection in section 2.2.3). Hence the charac

teristic function for each equivalent subchannel can be written as:

1 2

where Jeq,u is the SNR over the uth equivalent subchannel and the channel SNR is 

defined as 7eq =  Ylu=o 7e?,u- The symbol energy is assumed to be normalized and the 

noise variance is scaled such that the signal to noise ratio in an AWGN channel would 

be equal to

Since the equivalent subchannels are independent, the characteristic function of 

7eq can be written as the product of the characteristic functions of all subchannels:

u- 1 1

=  II 1 3 — y
u= 0  J U^ e q ,u

Consequently, the PDF of the channel can be calculated by taking the inverse Fourier

:This is a reasonable assumption since although the subcarriers are correlated, the subcarriers 
are still sufficiently spaced apart.
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transform of the characteristic function:

(7—1

P(7eg) =  E  ’
u = 0  7 e «’“

--
U- 1n A?j

A?/ A?*/
(4.2)

Thus, the BER of the system can be calculated by averaging the conditional prob

ability of error over the channel realizations, which with binary antipodal signaling2 

is calculated as:

poo  J poo

BER =  I Q ( y / j e g )  P'jea (7eq)^7eq ~  ^  ' ~ I Q  { /̂'Jeq)
JO  u = 0  l e g ,u  JO

lei
e d'y,eq

1 (7 -1

u= 0

1 -
r)eq,u (4.3)

' Yeq,u T 2

4.3 M ulti user M C -C DM A  B it Error R ate analysis

4.3.1 Analytical BER  expression for multiuser M C-CDM A

In a downlink MC-CDMA system with MRC detection the decision variable for the 

first user in the i th  OFDM symbol interval is:

D  Ant

(7 -1  k  u - 1

D\i Sij £ “ « + £ £  SkiC\uCku®l + ni (see section 2.2.3)
u = 0 k —2 u= 0

Hence the average power of the desired user conditioned on the channel coefficients 

can be written as:

r  /  \ 2
\d 2I {Oiu}ZZo = E 4  E «2 r iP - il a «} u=0

\  u  /
£ (4.4)

2It is well-known that the conditional error probability of a BPSK modulated system is equal to 
Q (^/y). Throughout this chapter BPSK modulation is considered.
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and the conditional variance of the interference is:

E'tAntl { a «}u=0 > c ltic l«'] =  E E E E
k ^ l  k ' ^ l  u  u f

=  E E E < * »  ufCiuc \ ufE \cfcuCfcu'^ciu c i Uf̂
k ^ l  u  v!

assuming uncorrelated normalized user data. We consider orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard 

codes which have the property of (see appendix C)3:

-  uZ^cluclu> , u ^ u ' , ^ 1

1 , Otherwise

Hence:

E 3?mi =  (* ■ -! )  X X - ( X a «)  - X a «
u  \  u  /  u

=  ( 1 +  c A t )  ( * - D E “ i - t r b < K - i )  f E “ « )
'  '  u  \  u  /

(4.5)

and n i is a zero mean Gaussian random variable defined as:

7ll =

3 One should take into consideration that the spreading codes of the users are chosen at random 
from the available spreading codes. This is done to average out the effect of each spreading code and 
to ensure same performance for all active users of the system.
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with variance conditioned on the channel coefficients:

a l\au =  E

=  E

n u Ciu O!u TLuiC\ufCXu' { ^ u } u = 0  > ^ lu C l

E *  2 2n v,nu c l u a u r1®“JU=0 !
A,iVo _ 

-  2 Z ^ a “ (4.6)

From (4.4)-(4.6), the signal to interference plus noise ratio is obtained as:

7 m u

( E X )2
(k  - 1) [(i+pL) e„ «; - j h  (E, aa2]+f  e .

________  E u  a 2 ________

( ^ - 1) + +

Hence the conditional probability of error can be written as:

P e \a u =  Q  (V7MU) 

/
=  Q

\
T  a2Z—/U U

(.K  1) ( l + ( 7 - l ) | ^ t  v - l E u a +

=  Q

vi
2'£u°‘l

N 0

(K  -  1)2E«q^No +  i

which can be simplified to:

(4.7)

Pe\au Q 7 s u

fj,(K -  l)7su +  1

where // = (I  +   l_
> [/- 1,

and 7SU =
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As mentioned in the single-user case, the system is equivalent to one with U 

independent paths and channel coefficients a!u such that E[(a/„)2] =  Au. Hence, the 

PDF of the equivalent channel is given in (4.2) and the average BER will be:

BER“i  Q [ } j
(4.8)

where 7e(? =  7e?,« and 7eq,u = N 0

To obtain a simplified analytical expression of the BER, fi is replaced by E[/x] in 

(4.8), which is estimated through computer simulations as follows: Fig. 4.1 depicts

the simulation result for E
,4 

u  l-*"U and its curve fitted function ( ) versus

processing gain. An estimate of E[̂ t] is then obtained as

E[f4 ~  ( 1 +

=  1 +

U -  1 

1
U -  1

E
4 

u

(E u  a l )2, 
1.817-0.8

1 7 -1

U2 U - l
08
~u

Hence using (4.2) and replacing n  by E[/i] =  in (4.8), an estimate of the BER 

expression for the MC-CDMA multiuser system in a frequency selective fading channel 

is:

Note that if K  =  1 (single-user case), (4.9) reduces to the well-known BER ex

pression single-user MC-CDMA given by (4.3).
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Simulation 
1.8U -  0.8

0.7

LU 0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

100 120 140
Processing Gain (U)

Fig. 4.1 E is derived by curve-fitting the simulation points.

4.3.2 BER  simulation versus Analysis for m ulti user M C-CDM A

In this section the accuracy of the BER analysis for MC-CDMA is verified by compar

ing the simulation results and the derived analytical expression given by (4.9). The 

simulations are performed in a correlated frequency selective fading channel charac

terized by its normalized delay spread and normalized maximum delay. The system 

has a total of 64 available subcarriers and processing gains of 8 and 16 are considered. 

The number of simulated bits for each simulation are chosen in a way that ensures at
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least 10 independent bit errors for each SNR.

Fig. 4.2 depicts the simulation and analysis results for a BPSK-modulated MC- 

CDMA system with processing gain of 8 and different number of active users assuming 

a normalized delay spread of 3 and a normalized maximum delay of 10. Fig. 4.3 shows 

the results for a system with a processing gain of 16 and a normalized delay spread4 

of 20. Fig. 4.2 and Fig.4.3 show that the BER found using the analytical expression 

given by (4.9) agrees very well with the simulation results.

4The maximum delay spread is properly selected in order to ensure that the channel covariance 
matrix is well-conditioned and thus has distinct eigenvalues.
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K  =
A' =  5

K I

i r =2LU

Simulation 
Analysis (4.9)

Eb/No

F ig . 4 .2  Simulation and Analysis results for a M C-CDM A system  for 
K =[l,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,8]
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K  =  16
-=<>

K -  4

LU

S im ulation

Analysis: using (4.9)

Eb/No

Fig. 4.3 Simulation and Analysis results for a MC-CDMA system with maximum 
delay spread of 20 and K=l,4,7,10,13,16
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4.4 B E R  analysis of STBC M C-CDM A

4.4.1 Analytical BER  expression for STBC M C-CDM A

In this section the BER analysis of a downlink space-time coded MC-CDMA deploying 

Alamouti scheme with two transmit and one receive antennas in a spatially uncorre

lated MIMO environment is provided. The received signal for two consecutive symbol 

intervals after Alamouti spatial detection over the uth subcarrier can be written as 

(see sections 2.4.1 and 3.1.1):

q s t

,______ X______ s n“< K
•?r =  ( l ^ l 2 +  \HUU\2) .S“ +  4  =  - ^ E

v 2 k=1
aST

u f l

. s?+i = (iH ni2 + i^ u i2) » ? + . + t = o, i

(4.10)

where sf  and s“+1 denote the spatially processed received signals over the Vth subcar

rier, and correspond to the estimate of signals transmitted in two consecutive symbol 

intervals and n“ is the noise over the uth subcarrier in the tth symbol interval. After 

spatial processing for all subcarriers, EGC is employed to combine the energy of the 

users’ data in the frequency domain. Hence, the decision variable for user 1 in the ith 

symbol interval will be:

£7-1 u-i
Du  ^  '  Sj ci„ 5 > «  Si +  nui)ciu 

u = 0  u = 0

J U—l J K £7-1 £7-1
/jr ^  ' Sli&u Gu 4” ^  ''j ^  , Ski@-U C/cuClu 4“ ^  ' 77Uj C (4. 11)

v  u = 0  ^  k = 2 u = 0  u = 0
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where the conditional instantaneous signal power is:

P  =  E
u- 1

q st 2 1^  ■
\ u = 0

and the variance of the interference term can be written as:

E Anti W } u=0 . C l u C i u -

K

£ £=  -E  
2

K

Ski&u ^ku^lu
X  ^  V  ' '  g 'p  I r  S T " ) U — 1

/  j /  , S k 'i ^ u ' Ck'u’Clu'] i P u  fu = 0  > ^luC lh
k=2 M k '= 2  u '

Following the same line of reasoning as in section 4.3 the variance of the interference 

can be simplified to:

E f e l  . ci»c,u.] = i ( l  +  (K -  1) ■£  ( o f ) 2
u

and the noise variance conditioned on a®T is:

( J 2 \ S T  =  E TluiC-lu {(!„ } u=0 ) ('luCl
. u  u '

Y  £  (B + la !il2 |{“f  >»d. ) = f £ <

Hence the signal to interference plus noise ratio will be:

7 m u  =

1  y ^ { 7 - 1  S T

2 Z^u=0 u
f 1 I 1 f W )2 ___3 - V  a ST

2 \  i /  V1 ^  C / - l J  £ u a g T +
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and the conditional probability of error can be written as:

-Pe|c*ST — Q ( \ / 7 m u )  — Q
S T/voxisv

(A 1)mst'7su +

£ „ ( « n 2where 7ssJ =  ^  £ «  a f  and p ST = (l +

The PDF of 7U  has a form similar to (4.2), with the difference that for each 

frequency there exists two independent paths corresponding to the spatial components 

with same eigenvalues (2U independent paths).

Pi'll) = ^re~^  , I = 0, ••• ,217 - 1 
T

71 = ^ ~ E [ia i)2] , E i(a i)2} = (« =  / mod 2)
iV  0

Probability D istribution Function: In a MC-CDMA system without space-time

coding the PDF of the channel coefficients is derived by taking the IFFT of its char

acteristic function:

n  1 _ ^  ^  Pileq) = J 2 ^ e ~ ^
u = 0  1 U = 0  7 e 9 ’“

where =  ] |A U and 7r„ =  IIu 'i,« v «  •

In the space-time coded system, however, there are two spatial independent paths 

for each subcarrier with the same average power. The characteristic function can be 

written as:

^ 7l?0V) =  S ( l  - > w )  ^  ? ’ W  =  iVoAu (4’12)

And the PDF is calculated by taking the IFFT of the characteristic function which
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can be simplified as:

^ (s)=n (tt̂ )  = (t 7T0 7TJ7-1

+  S le q f l  1 +  S7 eg,C/-l

y  ( — —iz— ^ —
u +  s l e q , u J  Uijtuj  ^  S7 e g ,« j ) ( l  s leq ,U j)

■ S i
7T?/

7eq,U4 7  eg,t

E l 'yeq,ux 1eq,UA ^feq,UA~1eq,UA
^ l [ T — r—  +

Ŝ fegtUi 1 +  S/yeq,Uj

Given the two identities:

1 1 _ i   — > - e  «
as +  1 a 1 +  sa

£ - !  t  _ t  
— ► — e »

where £  1 denotes the inverse Laplace transform, the PDF is calculated as:

p « f )  = E - 5 ^ 7 ~ ^  + E
TTu-̂ u- / - - e?1 3 I  g  7 e g , U j  ____  g  f e q t u j

u  % q ,u U i  ^ U j
7 eg ,Ui l e q  , U j

And the average bit error probability will be:

BER =
  _2 roc

Q,, leq ,u  -/0

t;eg
7 s t

7eS0Te“^ d 7 e SgT

+  ^  Ku^uj r  

Ui^Uj 7eq’Ui ~  ^eq'ui
Q

7;eg Peg >eq

( K +  2
e leq.Ui _  e I ^ST

eq

(4.13)

Similar to section 4.3, /ast is replaced by E[/xST], which through computer simula

tions is shown to be Fig. 4.4 depicts the simulation result for E 

its curve fitted function (M1EM ) versus processing gain.

E,(qgT) 
,(E««*gT)a.

and
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Simulation
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Fig. 4.4 E E,(°gT)a is derived by curve-fitting the simulation points.

4.4.2 BER  Simulation versus Analysis for STBC M C-CDM A

In this section the accuracy of the BER analysis for STBC MC-CDMA is verified by 

comparing the simulation results in a correlated frequency selective fading channel 

and the derived analytical expression given by (4.13). Similar to section 4.3.2, the 

system has a total of 64 available subcarriers and processing gains of 8 and 16 are 

considered. The number of simulated bits for each simulation are chosen in a way 

that ensures at least 10 independent bit errors for each SNR. Fig. 4.5 depicts the
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simulation results and the analytic BER curves for a BPSK modulated Alamouti 

space-time coded system with two transmit and one receive antenna elements with a 

processing gain of 8 and shows a good agreement between simulation and analysis.

a  10'

Simulation

Analysis: using (4.13) K -  1

Eb/No

Fig. 4.5 Simulation and Analysis results for a Alamouti space-time coded MC- 
CDMA system for K=[l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8] with processing gain of 8.
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4.5 Effect of frequency selectivity on the performance of 

M C-C DM A  system

The bit error expressions derived for multiuser MC-CDMA and space-time coded 

MC-CDMA systems in (4.9) and (4.13) respectively, show that the performance of 

the system is only dependent on the eigenvalues of the frequency correlation matrix of 

the channel in (4.1). It will be shown in this section that as the RMS delay spread of 

the channel increases5, the eigenvalues converge to a constant value. Thus, provided 

that the cyclic prefix of the system is adjusted such that ISI between OFDM symbols 

is avoided, it can be concluded that the variations of the delay spread of the channel 

do not have a significant impact on the performance of the system in fairly high 

frequency selective channels.

The degradation or improvement of the performance due to frequency selectivity 

of the channel depends on the number of active users: In a multiuser system, where 

MRC detection is employed it is known that the orthogonality of the codes will be 

lost. Hence, as the channel becomes more frequency selective the received signal com

ponents received over different subcarriers become less correlated and cause further 

degradation in performance. Based on the fact that the eigenvalues converge, how

ever, it can be concluded that the degradation of performance due to the correlation 

of frequency components of the received signal is limited. In a single user system, on 

the other hand, the orthogonality of the codes is not an issue. In this case, as the 

channel becomes more frequency selective, the frequency diversity of the system in

creases and hence the performance improves (This discussion should not be confused

5 Higher RMS delay spread of a channel translates into lower coherence bandwidth and hence 
higher frequency selectivity, which in turn means lower correlation between subcarriers, thus loss of 
orthogonality of the spreading codes in a multiuser system (It is assumed that the level of frequency 
selectivity affects the correlation between the channels of the available subcarriers, and all subcarriers 
experience flat fading).
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with the scenario where the processing gain is increased in a given channel. In which 

case, by increasing the processing gain the frequency diversity is increased and since 

the transmit bandwidth is fixed the subcarrier spacing is decreased and according 

to the coherence bandwidth of the channel a maximum frequency diversity can be 

achieved (see (3.23))).

Fig. 4.6 shows the eigenvalues of a frequency selective channel with a maximum 

normalized delay spread of 10 and a varying Trms. As can be seen large variations 

of the eigenvalues can no more be observed for Trms values of greater than 3 and for 

delay spreads higher than 6 the eigenvalues have almost the same values. Fig. 4.7 

shows the BER performance curves of a single user MC-CDMA system with MRC 

detection. The results provided in Fig. 4.7 agree well with the predictions based on 

the discussions in the previous paragraph. As can be seen the improvement of the 

BER performance from a normalized delay spread of 6 to a normalized delay spread 

of 9 is very small, which can be explained by the minimal change in the eigenvalues 

of the channel in that range.
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Fig. 4 .6  Eigenvalues of a frequency selective channel w ith varying Trms and nor
malized maximum delay spread of 10.
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Fig. 4.7 BER  performance of a single user MC-CDMA system  with MRC detec
tion. The performance improves as the delay spread of the system  increases but 
the improvement is limited.
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Chapter 5 

Simulation Results

5.1 Sim ulation parameters

Unless specified otherwise, the system parameters used in simulations are provided 

in Table 5.1. A frequency selective channel based on an exponential power delay 

profile with equi-distant taps is used (see (2.6)). Throughout the simulations, it has 

been assumed that the delay spread of the channel is not larger than the cyclic prefix 

resulting in an ISI-free communication.

T a b le  5 .1  Common simulation Parameters
Modulation scheme BPSK, QPSK or 16QAM
Spreading codes Walsh-Hadamard
Processing gain (U =  G m c ) 8
Normalized RMS delay spread 3
Normalized maximum delay spread 10
Number of available subcarriers 64

In all simulations, for bit error rates greater than 10-4, 100000 symbols have been 

simulated and for lower bit error rates, the number of simulated bits was adjusted to 

ensure the occurrence of at least 10 independent bit errors. The confidence intervals 

are derived based on appendix D. Fig. 5.1 shows the performance of a BPSK modu
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lated single user MC-CDMA system with MRC detection and the corresponding error 

bars. For clarity of the simulation results the error bars have been removed from the 

rest of the BER performance figures.

Error bars

cc
LUm

o 2 4 6 8 10 12
Eb/No

Fig. 5.1 BER performance of a BPSK modulated single user MC-CDMA with 
MRC detection and the corresponding error bars.

5.2 Different detection  techniques for M C-C DM A

In this section, the performance of the BPSK modulated MC-CDMA system using 

three combining methods (i.e. EGC, MRC and MMSE) is provided.
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Figs 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 depict the performance of the three combining techniques in 

single user, half-load and full-load scenarios respectively. Fig. 5.2 clearly shows that 

the MRC detection technique achieves minimum BER in a single user environment as 

expected, since MRC is the optimal detection method in single user systems [22]. It is 

worth observing that as the number of users increases, the performance of MRC de

grades severely, which is due to the loss of orthogonality of the codes. EGC is a simple 

combining method which does not attempt to compensate for the channel distortion 

of the received signal in anyway, however, it performs better than MRC in multiuser 

scenarios. MMSE is a more complex structure and requires the number of active users 

and the noise level for detection, however it performs very well independently of the 

number of users.

The effect of increasing the processing gain in a single user MC-CDMA system is 

depicted in Fig. 5.5. As can be seen from Fig. 5.5, the performance improves very 

slightly as the processing gain is increased beyond 8. Hence it can be deduced that 

for this channel the achievable frequency diversity gain is approximately (close to) 8.

5.3 M ulticarrier CDM A MIMO architectures

A MIMO structure with M  =  4 transmit and N  =  4 receive antennas is considered. 

In section 5.3.1, Alamouti space-time coding is simulated, and the reason for choosing 

MMSE detection in the proposed method is demonstrated. Section 5.3.2 presents the 

performance of the VBLAST structures and shows the inefficiency of such structures 

for MC-CDMA systems. Subsequently, the performance of the proposed scheme to

gether with three other MIMO structures discussed in chapter 3 for different number of 

users with perfect/imperfect channel knowledge of the receiver and correlated MIMO
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Fig. 5.2 BER performance of MC-CDMA with MRC, EGC and MMSE detection 
in a single user environment (K — 1)

channels are presented and compared. In order to gain the same spectral efficiency for 

all structures the constellation order is modified accordingly: For spatial multiplexing 

systems QPSK modulation is employed and for combined spatial multiplexing and 

space-time coding architectures 16QAM constellation is used.
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EGC
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MMSE
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F ig . 5 .3  BER performance of MC-CDMA with MRC, EGC and MMSE detection 
in a half-load system (K  = 4)

5.3.1 Space-tim e coding

Fig. 5.6 shows the BER performance of a BPSK-modulated Alamouti space-time 

coded MC-CDMA system with one antenna at the receiver, with different number 

of users using MRC detection. It is evident that the performance of MRC detection 

degrades significantly as the number of users increases, which is due to the loss of 

orthogonality of the users’ spreading codes. On the other hand, the degradation due 

to Multi User Interference for the MMSE detector is considerably less (see Fig. 5.7).
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EGC
MRC
MMSE
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F ig . 5 .4  B E R  performance of M C -C D M A  with M RC, E G C  and M M SE detection 
in a full-load system (K  = 8)

5.3.2 M C-CDM A VBLAST

The performance of MC-CDMA VBLAST architectures in a single user environment 

is provided in Fig. 5.8. As can be seen, the BLAST algorithm significantly improves 

the performance of the zero-forcing detector, whereas, MMSE-VBLAST degrades the 

performance in comparison with simple MMSE, which can be explained as follows: 

VBLAST spatially processes the received signal and makes decisions on each subcar

rier prior to combining the frequency components, which causes error propagation to
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111m

U=8, 16, 32
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F ig .  5 .5  Effect o f  increasing th e  processing gain  in a single user M C -C D M A  
system  (K  =  1).

the despreading block of the receiver (essentially the orthogonality of the spreading 

codes will be jeopardized) and degrades the performance. In Fig. 5.8 the performance 

of the VBLAST receivers with one iteration is also provided. It is seen that despite 

the fact that iterative detection provides further improvement, MMSE-VBLAST with 

one iteration still performs worse than simple MMSE.

Fig. 5.9 depicts the performance of the ZF, MMSE and their VBLAST counter

parts for a MC-CDMA system in a half-load system. Fig. 5.9 further illustrates the
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Increasing 
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of active users
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Fig. 5.6 BER performance of Alamouti space-time coded MC-CDMA system 
with MRC detection (K=l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8)

error propagation problem in the VBLAST architectures for MC-CDMA systems. As 

can be seen in Fig. 5.9 both the ZF- and MMSE- VBLAST detectors with or without 

iteration have error floors. Hence, it is concluded that the direct use of VBLAST for 

MC-CDMA systems is not beneficial.
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Fig. 5.7 BER performance of Alamouti space-time coded MC-CDMA system 
with MMSE detection (K=[l,3,5,7,8])

5.3.3 Proposed scheme and comparisons

5.3.3 a) Proposed scheme and comparisons (perfect CSIR)

The simulations are performed in a frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel with 

parameters given in Table 5.1. In MSIC and STF-MMSE, the transmit antennas are 

divided into two groups and each group is space-time coded based on the Alamouti 

transmit diversity method.

Fig. 5.10 presents the BER performance of the proposed structure in a single
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10-’

L i-  _2
LU 10

— ZF
—0— ZF-VBLAST
-  $  -  ZF-VBLAST with one iteration 
—0 —MMSE
—B— MMSE-VBLAST
-  b  -  MMSE-VBLAST with one iteration

Eb/No

F ig .  5 .8  B E R  perform ance o f  M C -C D M A  ZF and M M SE B L A ST  for K = 1

user system with and without ordering (see section 3.2.1). As expected the ordering 

improves the performance: at a BER of 10-2, average ordering yields 0.3dB gain 

and per subcarrier ordering improves the performance by 0.6dB. It should be noted 

that the ordering gains observed here, were not achieved when iterative detection was 

performed. In other words, the ordering of the groups does not affect the performance 

of MSIC with iteration. This is due to the large diversity gain (over 2dB at a BER 

of 10-3) provided by the second iteration which overshadows the small ordering gains
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—Q— MMSE
—B— MMSE-VBLAST
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Fig. 5.9 BER performance of MC-CDMA ZF and MMSE BLAST for K=4

provided in the first iteration. Furthermore, no significant improvement was observed 

for higher iterations with or without ordering. Hence, the rest of the simulation results 

are provided with one iteration and random ordering of the antenna groups.

Figs 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 present the BER performance of the presented receiver 

structures for single user, half-load and full-load scenarios respectively, where the 

receiver has perfect knowledge of the channel state information. In the single user case, 

MMSE-MUD and STF-MMSE have almost the same performance and MSIC performs
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*  Per subcarrier ordering 
—*— Random ordering with one iteration
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Fig. 5.10 BER performance of the proposed scheme with random, average and 
per subcarrier ordering for a single user system.

worse (approximately ldB at BER of 10-3). As the number of users increases, the 

degradation in performance in MMSE-MUD is noticeable, such that it performs worse 

than MSIC for a half-load system at high SNRs and performs significantly worse in a 

full-load scenario. The degradation of performance in STF-MMSE and MSIC on the 

other hand is very small. At a BER of 10-3 the STF-MMSE scheme requires 8.2, 8.8 

and 9.9 dBs for single user, half-load and full-load scenarios respectively. Similarly, for 

MSIC these figures are 9,9.8 and 10.6 dBs. Hence, the degradation of both systems is
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almost the same and the ldB difference between their performances is preserved in all 

cases. It should be noted, however, that ldB better performance of the STF-MMSE 

structure comes at an extremely high price in terms of the complexity of the receiver 

structure.

MMSE
MMSE-MUD
STF-MMSE
MSIC (with one iteration)

l a  1 0 '

Eb/No

Fig. 5.11 BER performance comparison of the proposed structure in a single user 
system with perfect channel state information at the receiver (CSIR) (K  = 1).
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MMSE
MMSE-MUD
STF-MMSE
MSIC (with one iteration)
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Fig. 5.12 BER performance comparison of the proposed structure in a half-load 
system with perfect CSIR (K = 4).

5.3.3 b) Proposed scheme and comparisons (imperfect CSIR)

The BER curves of the MIMO structures with 30% channel estimation error at the 

receiver are provided in Figs 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 for single user, half and full-load sys

tems respectively. The perfect channel estimation performance of the corresponding 

systems are also provided (see the solid lines - For clarity of the figures the perfor

mance of the perfect channel estimated MMSE receiver has been omitted). Following
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MMSE
MMSE-MUD
STF-MMSE
MSIC (with one iteration)
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Fig. 5.13 BER performance comparison of the proposed structure in a full-load 
system with perfect CSIR (K  = 8).

[38], imperfect channel estimation is modeled as:

where H ^ n represents the channel coefficients used by the receiver for detection and 

{u nrn\ are independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables with unit variance. In 

order to achieve a channel estimation error of 30%, e is chosen such that =  0.3. 

Fig. 5.14, shows that in a single user system in order to achieve a BER of 10~3 an
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additional 3.ldB for STF-MMSE and 1.15dB for MMSE-MUD is required (in compar

ison to the perfect CSIR scenario). The loss in the proposed system on the other hand 

is only 0.3dB. In the half-load system (Fig. 5.15) the required additional SNR at BER 

of 2 x 10“2 are 5.7dB, 2.6dB and 0.55dB for STF-MMSE, MMSE-MUD and MSIC 

respectively. Fig. 5.16 shows that all of the full-load systems encounter error floors. 

MSIC and STF-MMSE have error floors of 0.00615 and 0.0551 respectively. The 

spatial multiplexing MMSE structures behave in a very peculiar manner, that from 

approximately lOdB the BER increases as the SNR grows. One possible explanation 

for such behavior is provided here:

Based on (5.1), the estimated channel matrix can be written as:

The MMSE-based receivers multiply the received signal r  with a weighting matrix 

with a general form of:

H  =  \ / l  -  e2H  +  eft

where f t  is assumed to have independent random Gaussian elements with unit vari

ance.

and based on (2.27) the received signal can be written as:

r  =  H s +  n (5.2)

hence we have:

(5.3)

When SNR is very large, the weighting vector tends to H  (assuming that H  is
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invertible) hence:

W r «  (V l -  e2H +  en )  Hs

w (V l -  e2H + e f i)”1 (H -1) -1 s 

«  (V l  -  e2H -1H +  eH_1sY) %

«  (V l - e 2I +  eH -1« ) ”1s

which using the matrix inversion lemma1 can be simplified to:

s

which states that as the channel estimation error grows the BER performance can 

degrade significantly, as the error term becomes more dominant.

Furthermore, it is a well known classical result that when a reliable estimate of the 

channel is not available, it is better not to decorrelate the received signal rather than 

decorrelating with a highly unreliable weighting matrix (in our case with a channel 

estimation error of 30%). In Fig. 5.16 as the SNR grows, the MMSE-based receivers 

attempt to decorrelate the received signal. However, since the estimation error is 

fairly high and a full-load system is considered, decorrelation results in considerably 

high error floors (even higher than the BER achieved at lower SNRs). Fig. 5.17 shows 

the BER performance of MMSE and decorrelator receivers in a full-load system with 

30% channel estimation error. As can be seen, the BER of the MMSE structure tends 

to the BER of the decorrelating receiver as SNR grows.

X(A  +  U C V )-1 =  A " 1 -  A - JU  (C T1 +  V A _1U ) _1 V A " 1

Wr
V l  —

H +
V T

-1
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5.3.3 c) Proposed scheme and comparisons (correlated channel)

Figs 5.18 and 5.19 provide the simulation results for the single user and full-load 

systems in a low correlated MIMO environment. The correlation matrices of the base 

and mobile stations are provided in Table 5.2 which are taken from [31] and correspond 

to a picocell environment with low correlation between the antenna elements at both 

base and mobile stations. At a BER of 10-2, STF-MMSE, MMSE-MUD and MSIC 

require an additional 1.3dB, 2.9dB and 3dB respectively in the single user case and 

2.3dB, 4.2dB and 3.3dB in a full-load system.

In Figs 5.20 and 5.21 the performance of the MIMO structures in an environment 

with high correlation between the transmitter antenna elements for single user and 

full-load systems are investigated respectively. The correlation matrices of the base 

and mobile stations are provided in Table 5.2 [31], which correspond to a correlated 

microcell environment. As can be seen in Figs. 5.20 and 5.21 the performance of 

the proposed scheme degrades significantly. This degradation is a result of the high 

correlation (a mean absolute value of 0.96) between the transmit antenna elements 

which causes a considerable loss in the diversity gain and the overall performance of 

the system. As can be seen in Fig. 5.21 performing iterative detection in the full- 

load system has degraded the BER performance which is due to the unreliable initial 

estimates provided by the first detection step. However, in the single user system 

where there are no interfering signals the iterative detection still performs better (see 

Fig. 5.20).
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Table 5.2 Transmit and receive antenna correlation matrices (Picocell Decorre
lated)

Res =

(  1 
-0.45 -  0.53* 
0.37 +  0.22* 

\  0.19-0.21*

-0.45 +  0.53* 
1

—0.35 +  0.02* 
0.02 +  0.27*

0.37 -  0.22* 
-0.35 -  0.02* 

1
-0 .1  -  0.54*

0.19 +  0.21* \  
0.02 -  0.27* 
-0 .1  +  0.54*

1 /

R m s  —

(  1 
-0.13 +  0.62* 
-0.49 -  0.23* 

V 0.15 -  0.28*

-0 .13 -0 .62*
1

-0.13 +  0.52* 
-0.38 -  0.12*

-0.49 +  0.23* 
-0 .13-0 .52*  

1
0.02 +  0.61*

0.15 +  0.28* \  
-0.38 +  0.12* 
0.02 -  0.61*

1 /

Table 5.3 Transmit and receive antenna correlation matrices (Microcell Corre
lated)

R BS ~

(  1 
-0.61 -  0.77* 
0.14 +  0.94* 

V 0.24 -  0.89*

-0.61 +  0.77* 0.14-0.94* 0.24 +0.89* \  
1 -0.85 +  0.5* 0.57 -  0.78*

-0.85 -  0.5* 1 -0.91 +  0.4*
0.57 +  0.78* -0.91 -  0.4* 1 /

R■MS

{  1 
- 0.12 +  0.18* 
0.08 -  0.05* 

y —0.02 +  0.13*

-0 .12-0 .18*
1

-0.17 +  0.16* 
0.11 -  0.04*

0.08 +  0.05* 
-0 .17 -0 .16*  

1
-0.17 +  0.16*

-0.02 -  0.13*\ 
0.11 +  0.04* 

-0 .1 7 -0 .1 6 *
1
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Fig. 5.14 BER performance comparison of the proposed structure in a single 
user system with 30% channel estimation error (K  — 1).
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-  A  -  STF-MMSE (Imperfect channel)
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—B— MMSE-MUD (Perfect channel)
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—*— MSIC with one iteration (Perfect channel)
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Fig. 5.15 BER performance comparison of the proposed structure in a half-load 
system with 30% channel estimation error (K  — 4).
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Fig. 5.16 BER performance comparison of the proposed structure in a full-load 
system with 30% channel estimation error (K  = 8).
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Fig. 5.17 B E R  perform ance o f th e M M SE and decorrelator receivers in  a full
load  system  w ith  30% channel estim ation  error (K  =  8).
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Fig. 5.18 BER performance comparison of the single user proposed structure in 
a low correlated MIMO environment {K = 1).
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F ig . 5 .1 9  BER  performance comparison of the full-load proposed structure in a 
low correlated MIMO environment (K  =  8).
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Fig. 5 .2 0  BER  performance comparison of the single user proposed structure in 
a highly correlated MIMO environment (K  =  1).
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Fig. 5.21 BER  performance comparison of the full-load proposed structure in a 
highly correlated MIMO environment (K  =  8).
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions

6.1 Summary

In this thesis we have proposed a new architecture for MC-CDMA systems to exploit 

the high spectral efficiencies of the spatial multiplexing systems and the diversity gain 

of the space-time coded structures simultaneously. Furthermore, a thorough analysis 

of the MC-CDMA systems has been carried out and analytical expressions for multi

user Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) and Alamouti space-time coded MC-CDMA 

systems in correlated frequency selective fading channels have been derived.

As a first step in the design of a suitable receiver, a thorough study of available 

MIMO structures, with two different goals (either increasing the diversity gain or the 

overall data rate of the system), and their extensions to MC-CDMA systems were 

studied. The primary studies revealed that MMSE is the best linear detection tech

nique for both SISO and Alamouti space-time coded systems. The MIMO-MMSE 

structure with single-user detection (the simplest spatial multiplexing MIMO struc

ture considered), however, performs quite poorly particularly when the receiver does 

not have perfect knowledge of the channel state information. The VBLAST structures
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in MC-CDMA systems were discussed and it was shown that the VBLAST scheme 

cannot improve the performance of the MC-CDMA system on its own1. The MMSE- 

MUD receiver architecture was studied and the results show that the architecture 

is quite complex and performs poorly under imperfect channel estimation conditions 

and in MIMO correlated channels. Consequently, spatial multiplexing and space-time 

coding were combined. A quite complex architecture known as the STF-MMSE de

tector was analyzed and a new scheme was proposed. The complexity of the proposed 

method and three other MIMO structures were evaluated and compared. The results 

show that the proposed system achieves a desired BER performance with significantly 

less complexity. The bit error performances of the MIMO architectures under perfect 

and imperfect channel knowledge of the receiver were compared. The results in sec

tion 5.3.3 reveal that the proposed system is very robust against channel estimation 

errors, regardless of the number of active users. Subsequently, the performance of the 

proposed scheme was studied in spatially correlated MIMO channels. It was observed 

that in highly correlated channels the performance of the MSIC scheme degrades sig

nificantly, which is due to the minimal achievable diversity gain in the channel. A 

frequency multiplexing technique was proposed in the structure and it was shown that 

when the number of active users is not very high, a desired BER (with same data 

rate) can be achieved with much less complexity.

Furthermore, this thesis investigated the bit error analysis of MC-CDMA systems. 

The concept of independent equivalent paths in a frequency selective fading channel 

was developed and an analytical expression for the BER of the multi-user MC-CDMA 

system was derived. The BER analysis of Alamouti space-time coded system was 

addressed; the probability density function of a frequency selective channel in a MIMO

1This result is quite counter-intuitive since this is not the case in the single carrier systems [11] 
or even in OFDM structures [39].
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environment with two transmit and one receive antenna elements was calculated and 

the BER expression of the space-time coded MC-CDMA system was derived.

6.2 Future Work

•  Comparison of the proposed MIMO system with other narrowband MIMO struc

tures in terms of performance, complexity and spectral efficiencies can be inves

tigated.

• In this work, the system is designed under the assumption that the channel 

conditions for two consecutive symbol intervals are the same. By modifying 

the Alamouti space-time coding blocks, the scheme can be enhanced to become 

robust to time variations of the channel within two consecutive intervals. The 

STF-MMSE architecture proposed in [32] is one such receiver which is robust 

to channel variations over two consecutive intervals, but as was shown in this 

thesis the structure is very complex.

•  In this thesis, a MIMO structure with 4 transmit and receive antennas has been 

considered and due to practicality issues higher numbers of antennas at either 

end have not been addressed. The trade-off between spatial multiplexing and 

diversity gains has been thoroughly studied in [13] and further developed in 

[14]. The application of the ideas presented in these works and deriving an 

optimal grouping of the transmit antennas for an arbitrary number of antennas 

in MC-CDMA systems is a potential area of research.

• The BER analysis of the space-time coded MC-CDMA system was carried out 

for a MIMO structure with two transmitters and one receiver. A generalization 

of the formulas for an arbitrary number of transmit/receive antennas and ulti-
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mately for the layered space-time coded MC-CDMA systems is an interesting 

topic to be further investigated.

• The analysis has been carried out for Walsh-Hadamard codes. A study of the 

BER analysis for different spreading codes (Gold codes, Kasami codes, Complex 

codes, ...) is a possible extension of the work.

• The structure proposed in this thesis, exploits space-time coding and frequency 

coding at the same time but independently. The structures with 3-dimensional 

codes, jointly exploiting space, time and frequency are extremely interesting and 

have a very high potential [40].
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Appendix A 

Singular value decomposition  

(SVD) and orthonormal basis for 

null space of matrix A

Theorem (Singular Value Decom position). I f  A is a N  x M  matrix, then there 

exist orthogonal (or unitary) matrices

U  =  [ U ! , - - -  , u j v ] G  CNxN and V =  [ v i , • • • , v M ] e  CMxM

such that

U h A V  =  W (= diag(wu  ■■■ , wp) ) e  R NxM , p  =  min (AT, N)

or

A =  U W V H
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The rank of the matrix A can be determined from its SVD decomposition. If wi > 

W2 > . . .  > Wr = . . .  = Wp — 0, then rank(A) =  r.

Assuming N  > M, the SVD decomposition of A can be written as:

( “11
U21

U

U1M
U 2 M

u l N

U 2 N

U N N '  N X N

U)!

0

w

H
V M  x  M

Multiplying U and W  gives:

/

H

wxuu

wiu2\

WbUiM

WbU2M

\ W i U n i  ■ • • I V b U N M  y

~VHv  M x M

N x M

Since the columns of U are orthogonal we have \ i f  Uj =  0 for all i 7̂  j  (u4 is the 

ith column of U). Hence in order to find the null space of A such that N A  =  0 we 

choose N  as:

N  =

/

U l  M + l  ' U l N

\

U 2  M + l  ‘ U 2 N
►

s.
\ U N  M + l  ' ■ u n n  y

N x ( N - M ) ,

H
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since:

U \  M + l  U 2 M + l  

U l  M + 2  U 2 M + 2

U' N  M + l

U N  M + 2

\  “1N 112 N U
N N  /  , N -

w iun

W1U21

WbUiM

WbU2M
0

( N - M ) x N
\W\Uni • ■ ■ WbU^M

N x M

which is due to the fact that the columns of U  are orthogonal.

Based on the above, in order to obtain an orthogonal set of vectors for the null 

space of matrix A, the calculation of U  is required. Table A .l provides the number of 

floating point operations (flops1) for calculating U, V  or W  using either the Golub- 

Reinsch decomposition or the R-SVD algorithm.

For our purpose, where the order of the matrices are not very high the Golub- 

Reinsch SVD algorithm with 4N 2M  + 8N M 2 flops is less complex, and this method 

is considered for the complexity assessment.

Table A .l Number of flops required for calculating U, V or W

Required Golub-Reinsch SVD Riemannian-SVD (R-SVD)
W 4NM'2 -  4M3/3 2 N M 2 +  2 M'A

w , v 4 NM'2 +  8M d 2 NM'2 + 11M 3
w , u 4 N'2M  +  8 N M 2 4 N ‘2M  + 13 M ’s

w , u , v 4 N 2M  +  8 N M 2 + 9 M 3 4 N ‘2M  + 22 M'6

1 Following [29], we define a flop as one addition or one multiplication.
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Appendix B 

Complexity Analysis

In this appendix a thorough analysis of the complexity of the proposed method is 

provided. The complexity of the MSIC algorithm can be categorized into two main 

sections: Nulling operation using SVD decomposition and the matrix multiplica

tions/additions. The latter is further divided into the steps of detection, namely, 

Nulling, Alamouti detection, despreading of the users’ data and interference cancel

lation. It should be noted that throughout this analysis all the antenna groups are 

assumed to have two antenna elements (mg =  2 for g =  1, • • • , G) and the complexity 

of each section is given in terms of the number of flops required for each operation

[29].

B .l  N ulling m atrix calculation

In order to detect the signals transmitted from the gth group of the transmitter struc

ture, the receiver has to cancel the effect of the interferers from the other antenna 

groups which have not yet been detected. This task is proposed to be done by per

forming SVD decomposition on the channel matrix corresponding to the not yet de
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tected transmit antenna groups (H“), which is a A x  (M  — Yli=i rni)1 matrix (see 

appendix A).

The SVD decomposition has to be performed on H“ and carried out for all groups 

except for the last. Hence the number of flops for the nulling operation will be2:

G - 1

E rrii

G - 1

4N 2 \^M - J ^ r r i i j  + 8 N  yM

■l
=  ^  [AN2 (M  — 21) + 8N  (M  — 2I)2] assuming that m g =  2 for all g =  1,. 

i=i
G - l  G —l

= AN2 ]T (M  -  21) +  8 [.M 2 -  AIM +  4/2]

-,G

i=i i=i
( G - l f G - l

[4A2M + 8N M 2] (G -  1) +  [-8A 2 -  32NM ] ^  I ] +  32A j I2

=  (AN2M  + 8N M 2) ( G - l )  -  (8 N 2 + 32 N M )  ~~ ^ °

J=i

32 N (G — 1)G(2(G — 1) +  1)
6

=  (G — 1)
16

AN2M  + 8N M  -  (AN +  16N M )G  + — NG(2G -  1)

AN2M  + 8N M 2 -  2N 2M  -  8N M 2 +  ^ - N ^ - ( M  -  1)
3 2

2N 2M  + - N M 2 -  - N M  
3 3

M
~2

2N 2M  +  - N M 2 -  - N M  
3 3

2N 2M  + - N M 2 -  - N M  
3 3

=  N 2M 2 +  JiVM3 -  ANM 2 -  2N 2M  + \ n M
tj o

1See (3.17).
2The following identities have been used:

n(n + 1) v ^,2 n(n +l)(2n + l)
2 ^ k -   ̂ ■ 2 ^ k ~ r
k=0 k=0

E fc3 =fc=0
n(n +  1)
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and the total number of flops for all subcarriers can be written as:

U N 2M 2 + \U N M 3 -  AUNM 2 -  2U N2M  +  |U N M
o o

B.2 M atrix M ultiplications and A dditions

In this section the number of flops required for the rest of the calculations in the 

proposed method is calculated. In each iteration of detection the following four steps 

should be carried out:

1) Nulling (N “r“)

In order to remove the interference from the not yet detected antenna groups the 

received signal in the gth stage (r“) is multiplied by the nulling matrix (N“).

N “ and r“ are (N  — M  + X)f=i m i) x N  and N  x T  matrices respectively. Assuming 

that T  =  2 and m g =  2 for g = 1 ,...  ,G, the total number of flops required for the 

multiplication can be written as3:

2 -  M  +  N T  = AN2 -  AM N + 8gN

which has to be done for all the groups except for the last one and all subcarriers:

U
G - l

(4N 2 -  AM N + 8gN)
-3=1

= 2U M N2 — U M 2N  + 2U M N — AUN2 (B.l)

2) Alam outi detection

After deriving the equivalent channel for each group the data transmitted over each 

group is detected by simple Alamouti detection (see (3.19)). The received signal in

3The number of flops for the multiplication of two matrices of sizes a x b  and bx  c is 2 abc.
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the equivalent system is:

which can be rewritten as:

ru =  -I- n ueq,g ^ e q . g ' ^ g  "r L1eq,g

r 2ATeqx l  ^ - 2 N eq X m g ^ m g x l  +  n

where r = eg,11) eg,12> eg,21> ' 22 > ) '  eg,JVe9l ’ ' eq,Neq2

and Aeq =  TV — M +  ̂ f =1 m i- The detection is carried out by multiplying the received 

signal (r) by GMMSE which is defined as:

is the rearranged form of r eq, 9

Ne,

£0n = l

T T U  _ j_  r r
-r z e g ,n l | ' | eg.

|2\  iVo
,n 2 | J  +  2

TJU* TJU
^ e q , !  1 ^ ^ , 1 2

TJU* _  TJU 
y  eq,12 eg ,11

T J U *  T J U
eq,Neql JrleqtN eq2

\

" H eq,Neg2 ~ ^ e q , N eql J

Hence the total number of flops for multiplication can be written as:

2  X 2 N eqTTlg +  ( iV eq7Tlg +  3 )^  — 1 0 ( i V  — M  +  2(jf) +  3

which is performed for all the groups and all subcarriers:

U ^ ( 1 0 ( A - M  +  2 5 ) + 3 )

g=l
=  5 U M N  +  5 U M  -  ^ U M 2 +  ^ U M  ( B . 2 )

3) Despreading of the users’ data

Despreading of the users’ data: The estimate of the signals transmitted from the gth 

antenna group over all subcarriers obtained in Step 2, can be stacked in one matrix

^Number of flops required for calculating —
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(XmgxU) and by multiplying it with the coding matrix of the users’ spreading codes 

(Cuxk) the information of each user can be derived (see (3.20)). Hence the number 

of flops required for this operation will be:

G

2UrrigK (for gth group) — ► 2UmgK  =  2U M K  (for all the groups)
9= 1

(B.3)

4) Interference cancellation

The estimates calculated in Step 2 are removed from the received signal for the detec

tion of subsequent groups (see (3.14)). First, the estimates of data transmitted from 

the gth group (S^), which is a m g x 1 column vector is multiplied by its corresponding 

channel matrix (H“), which has an order of N  x m g. Subsequently, the result is re

moved from the received signal in the gth stage (r“). Hence the total number of flops 

for all the groups except the last and all the subcarrier can be calculated as:

G - l  G - l  _

£ (2 JV m s + N)U  = J 2  5NU  = -U M N  -  hUN  (B.4)
9=1 9=1

The number of flops required for the total number of multiplications in this method 

(without iteration) can be obtained by summing the number of flops in each stage in 

equations (B.1)-(B.4):

1 O C IQ
2U K M  + 2U M N 2 -  UM 2N  +  — U M N  -  4U N2 -  - UM 2 + — UM -  5UN  (B.5)

Zi £ £

5) Additional flops for subsequent iterations

In subsequent iterations, the data transmitted from the gth group is detected by can

celing the interference from the other groups using the estimates from the previous
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iteration and thus, no nulling matrix calculation is required. In this case, the inter

ference cancellation process for subsequent iterations can be written as:

~ U  _  u  _  t t "  = u

g g N x ( M —m g)^g (M —mg) x 1

which requires
G

U ^2 (2 N {M  -  m g) +  N) = UM 2N  -  -U M N  
9=i 2

flops. Subsequently, an Alamouti space-time coded system with mg transmit and N

receive antennas will be decoded with a total number of flops:

G

x 2N m g +  N m g +  3) =  5U M N  + -U M  
9 = 1  2

Hence the total number of flops for the additional operations is:

UM 2N  +  7-U M N  + ^U M  (B.6)

Thus the total number of flops for multiplication/addition after ith iteration is the 

sum of the flops in (B.5) and (B.6):

2U K M  +  2U M N 2 -  UM 2N  + — U M N  -  4U N2 -  -U M 2 + — UM  -  5UN
2 2 2

+ i(U M 2N  + 7-U M N  +  \U M )
& z
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Appendix C

Walsh-Hadamard spreading codes: 

E[ckucku'lc luCiu'] ~  u - \ U ^

The Hadamard codes are obtained from the Hadamard matrix with the following 

structure:

H
( \

H2n H 2n
2” + 1

II 2n

where:

H 2 n

/

for n = 1, 2,

H2 =
1 1 \

v 1 V

Clearly this matrix is Hermitian and considering each two columns or rows of the 

matrix the inner product will be zero. Without loss of generality, we assume that the 

rows of the matrix correspond to the users’ spreading codes and take the first user as 

the desired user. Due to the orthogonality of the rows and columns of the matrix:

^   ̂CkuCku' C| „ for all u /  o
k^l

(C.l)
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Defining the random variable X  as CkuCku' when (u ^  u'), the expected value of the 

random variable can be written as:

E[X] = ^ 2  xp (X  = x) = ^ 2  xip (I) = ^  ^ -ciuCiu/) ,
all x all 1

k ^ l

u ^ v !

where p(l) denotes the probability of choosing the Ith row of the Hadamard matrix as 

the spreading code.

The last expression is due to (C.l) and the fact that the interferer k chooses the 

spreading code from the U — 1 available codes at random and with equal probability.
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Appendix D

Confidence Interval

In order to obtain an estimate of the true bit error rate of a communication system, 

Monte Carlo simulations are carried out. The simulations are performed over a large 

number of symbols and the bit error rate is approximated as p = where n is the 

total number of errors over N  number of observed symbols. In order to quantify the 

reliability of the estimated bit error probability the concept of confidence intervals is 

introduced. The simulation is said to have a reliability of 1 — a  percent when the 

following equation is satisfied [41]:

where p is the true bit error probability and [hi, /12] is the confidence interval for a 

given reliability.

Since p is binomially distributed, the values for h\ and can be derived as:

Pr [h\ < p < /12] =  1 — ol
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N

E
k=0 \ k;

hk2( 1 -  h2)N~k =  1 -  F(h2\ n , N - n -  1) =  £
a

where F(x; a, (3) is the cumulative beta distribution given by:

F (x;a ,p ) =
(a + P +  1)! 

^ 5 !
f  ta{ l - t f d t  

Jo

For scenarios of interest, the normal approximation of the binomial distribution 

applies, and the confidence interval can be derived as:

Pr <
N

N  + cPa
* , d l  J  m 1 - p )  , (  da

p +  ™ a\ I — ~ —  +  12 N N 2 N < P

< N
N  + d?a P + m +da]

fP(l ~P)  +  (
N 2N )

(D.l)

where da is chosen to satisfy:

r d a

\/27r J ~ d a
e 2 dt =  1 — a

which for a reliability of 95% is caculated to be 1.96.

Almost for all scenarios 

hence (D.l) is simplified as:

Almost for all scenarios of interest we can assume 1 and p (l — pi) w p,

Pr { p < p < p i+f  W I -
repre-where r, = Np. So [p { l  +  f |  ( l  -  y/%  + l )  } ,p  { l  +  g  ( l  +  + l )  }

sents the confidence interval for p and is indicated for example by the error bars in 

Fig. 5.1.
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